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Clinton Pleas For Urgent Action Against AIDS 
Men Control Fate 
of AIDS Epidemic 
By DAVE O ' O NOFRIO 
The Daily Free Press• Bosron University 
(U-WIRE) Boston, Ma. - Wi1hou1 men, the AIDS 
epidernic wouldn't exist, according to speakers at the 
World AIDS Day conference November 30 at Bo,ton 
University Medical Center's Keefer Auditorium. 
"Men account for probably 1wo-1hirds of lhe trans-
missions of HIV around 1he world," said Nils Daulaire, 
president and CEO of 1he Global Heallh Council. "Clear-
ly, men have 10 do something differently in order 10 make 
a difference." 
The theme of last Friday's World AIDS Day centers 
around how men can make a difference in the epidem-
ic, Daulaire told a crowd of about 50 students and fac-
ulty from Bos1on, Harvard, and Tufts universities. The 
conference, titled "Turn Awareness Into Action: Advo-
cate for a Healthier World,'' aimed to increase awareness 
ofthe global AIDS epidemic and educate people of how 
1hey can take action 10 help prevent and treat the disease. 
In their bimonthly publication, ·'AlDSLink," Global 
Health said men could make the difference in a number 
of ways, including condom use. regular testing and 
faithfulness 10 one sexual partner. 
Men make up about 80 percent of inlravenous drug 
users worldwide, and tend 10 give blood more often than 
woman, according to Daulaire. Fifty-eight million peo-
ple have died in the last 20 years since AIDS became a 
"recognized issue." Daulaire also said in 1he next 25 
years, the number of AIDS-related deaths is projected 10 
exceed 1he cumulative total of every war of the 20th cen-
tury. 
Though money for AIDS research is increasing, 
Daulaire said 1he research funds are 1101 nearly enough. 
·Toe glass isn't half-full yet," he said "h's maybe no1 
c~en a thi.J, ·ll<'.' he l.t quunu r,,u 
President Unveils $2.1 
Billion Relief Plan 
During HU Visit 
By C rt RISTOPIIER W tNDH \ \ 1 
Campus Editor 
President Clinton marked last Friday's World AIDS Day with a pas-
sionate plea for $2. 1 billion in federal funds 10 fight the disease which now 
afflicts an estimated 36 million people worldwide. 
Joined by international religious leaders and students a, Andrew J. 
Rankin Chapel. Clinton appealed to Congress 10 pass critical domestic and 
international HIV/AIDS measures, including $418 million for AIDS pre-
vention and treatment programs. an $118 million investment in interna-
tional AIDS programs, and one billion in tax cr~-<lits for AIDS research. 
"In too many nations. (AIDS) resources arc simply insufficient," Clin-
ton said 10 a packed Chapel audi-
ence. "And the gap between 
what people want to do and what 
they can afford to do is denying 
milJions the chance 10 survive 
the onslaught." 
The AIDS effort is blueprint-
ed in the National Institutes of 
Health s1ra1egic plan for inter-
national AIDS research which 
was released by the White House 
Friday. 
The efforts Clinton announced 
are expected to have the largest 
impact in Sub- Saharan Africa, 
where the United Nations esti-
mates that about 26 million suf-
fer from HIV/AIDS. AIDS-relat-
ed disease, killed 2.4 mill ion 
people in Africa this year -
m,,rc 1han tho,e killed by war, 
iam1ne and 1\000 combmcu. 
"AIDS i, an international 
security crisis," Clinton said. " 
Too many nntion·s re~ources are 
insufficient.'" 
AIDS 
In2000 
Poople living "1tl', HIV/AlIS: 
36, l mlll.im 
= deaths in past year: 
3 millicn 
Deaths since epidemic began, 
21 .8 rnilliai 
Pecple newl y infected with HIV, 
5.3 l!Ulicn 
15 ml.llUn 
The theme of the 13th World AIDS Day wa, "men make a difference." 
In Massachusetts, 12,1.22 people arc currently living 
with AIDS or HIV, according 10 Andr<!w Fullem, direc-
tor of HIV/AIDS surveillance for the Massachusetts 
Depnrtment of Public Health. Massachusem differs 
from most states in the fact that 35-40 perceni of those 
afflicted contracted the disease through drug use, but with 
sexual transmission still a factor, the state is victim 
SeeMEN.A2 
Phnto h) Ch.u·u.Jr-.1 ;\11der,.on 
Prc,ldtnl Clin1on marked h1\l Ft'idf1.) ·, World <\ IDS On) "ilh a pa\\ionate plea for $2.1 billion in fed• 
crnl fund, to fight the di\t•a,c \\Jlich no,, aOlicl\ on e,Hnuiled 36 million people ,,orld,"idc. 
Y-.iriou, nations celebrate 1hc World A IDS Day. which is a global canipaign 
to impro,e public awareness of HIV and AIDS i"ues. Thi, year's 
Howard Bi-sexual, Lesbian, and Gay 
Student Group Faces Scheduling Resistance 
By At.USON CONYllRS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Scheduling problems for campus 
organizations can often be traced to 
more than just space issues. as Ster-
ling Washington theco-facil itatorof 
the Bi-sexual, Lesbian. and Gay Stu-
dents of Howard University found 
our last month. 
Washington said the organization 
has experienced scheduling resis-
tance from Univen.ity administrators 
because of the nature of 1he club. 
NOi including 1he normal backlash 
that an organization representing 
sexual minorities could face from a 
sexually conservative student body 
like Howard's, BLAGOSAH offi-
cials say they have had to deal wiLli 
the added hurdle of administrators 
who fail to offer the same assistance 
they would offer 10 other organiza-
Supreme Court Protest 
11,e Re" Jesse Jack...on (ccnlcr) and 
Congre.,,man John Lewis (for right) kneel 
for pta)er la.-,,1 Friday on the ,1n.-ct in front 
of the US Sup,cme Court. The ,,.o \\ere 
,, ith u group of~ ,,hom.,rchcd around 
the Supreme Coon as the Ju~~ i.11,idc 
heard arguments on whether 10 mcrturn a 
Florid.1S upn,me Coort ruliog irnohing Jhe 
Aorida lffiidential \'Ole count. The <.·ou:rt 
sent rhe ca.,e back to the Aorido Supn,me 
Coon. 
Photo by Haney Nunc, 
1ions. 
On November 17 theorganiz.ation 
planned to have Keith Boykin, an 
award-winning author and former 
special assistant to President Clinton, 
speak to their group. 
But when Washington. a graduate 
student. approached Ll1e scheduling 
office in order to find a place lo hold 
the event the only room available 
was room I J 6 in Douglass Hall. 
"I knew what Lhut room looked 
like and I didn't wan1 10 have some-
one like Boykin wbo was probably 
bringing press with him 10 have 10 
speak there, so I asked if there was 
anyplace nicer that was available," 
Washington said. 
When Washington complained, he 
said he was told about the more mod-
ern "smart" room in Douglas, by 
office of scheduling officials. 
Washington said he coniacte<l die 
office of the Dean in 1he College of Arts 
and Scie,ices--the office in charge of the 
room- two weeks before the e\'cnt. A 
recepcioni>t asked him to fill out the nec-
es;ary paper work and told him there 
would be no problem gelling the 
room. He said he rurned the papers in 
on tinie orie week later. 
Everything seemed fine, Washing-
ton said, but on Friday ( Nov. 17), the 
day of the even!, he phoned to ask 
how to lock the room, that's when he 
was told by office of the Dean offi-
cial that BLAGOSAH could not have 
1hdr event in the room because the 
office did no1 think he turned in the 
paperwork. 
Washington said he was then 1ra1is-
fcrred 10 Associate Dean Robert M. 
Catchings. who continually insisted 
1ha1 they had 1101 turned in the nec-
essary pa~rwork. 
See 8LAGOSAH, 84 
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Howard Sports. 
Bl 
Campus 
Did you know bUJ'ning the 
midnight oil could be 
harmful to yow· health? 
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Multi-Million Dollar Health Sciences and 
Law Libraries Slated to Open in Spring 
By CHAtA Oom1s 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Tiie Louis Stokes Health Sciences Library i, set 
10 open February 12. University officials said. 
The $25 million library, which is nearly com-
plete, is located on Bryant Street across from the 
School of Communications. In a Town Hall meet-
ing earlier in the year. University President, H. 
Patrick Swygert said on the day the library opens, 
it wi ll be 1he most technologically advanced in the 
country. 
"The new librnry should truly help , mdents "ith 
Health Sciences majors." said Sekum Boni-
Awo1wi, acting d irector of the library. "It will offer 
state of the art technology, 1101 offered at the cur-
rent library." 
111e current librnry has limitc-d space between the 
school of Dentistry and the Medical School. The 
library services more than 45 majors and it is lim-
ited in study areas, shelving and computers. 
The University is also opening a multi-million 
dollar librnry for 1he School of Law. 
"The new library will triple the :tmount of space 
for shelving materials," said Mary Wilson,acting 
library director of the A.M. Daniel Law library. 
The Office of Capitol Projects, under the direc-
tion of Bruce Costella. is in charge of the construc-
tion of 1he building. 
"( am excited about this wonderful building," 
said Costella. " It will set a new ,tandard for archi-
tecture excellence." 
The Health and Science librnry is named after 
former U.S. Congressman lours Stoke,. During his 
30-year tenure in Congress. Stokes was a Howard 
University advocate. 
"Howard University is proud 10 honor Mr. Stokes 
as a singular force thnt helped the University," Boni-
Awotwi said. 
Stokes was a black congressman for Ohio. He 
See LIBRARJES. 84 
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Armageddon Final Kicks Off Tomorrow 
By CHARLES N EAL. 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The mies are in place for the third and final round of Verbal Armageddon being held tomorrow in Black-burn. 
The round will include ba11les from some of Howard's top 
emcees. Rappers Phillip Bluntz(Geo Bu1ler). Icon the Mic 
King (Mike King), Perfecto (Jeff Walsh), Starorion (Charles 
Coleman), Shak-C (Kashaka Fabien). Ardamus (Ardamus). 
Mr. Cliff (Cliff). lmhotep, Edan (Edan), and Zawcain ('Tur-
ran Johnson) will all compelc on stage. 
The contest will begin with all of the emcees rapping a 
"conscious" wrillen rhyme. The judges will then decide 
from this wriuen competition who will move on 10 1he "book 
free-styling" competition. In the book round each emcee 
mus1 free-style off a book that Verbal Armageddon coor-
dinator Iman Kennerly selects. The topic could range from 
the Bible 10 the Bluest Eye by Toni Morrison. The frnnl cut 
will leave four emcee to finish off in a frees1yle baule com-
petition, similar 10 round 2. 
This year's final round brings a liule melodrama. During 
the last round, 1here was uncertainly of two banle compe-
titions and who won. These two competitions included K• 
Ruckass vs. Phillip Bluntz, and PUDA vs. Starorion 
The battle between K-Ruckuss and Phillip Bluntz was 
I 
uncertain in who was the victor. There had 10 IY! an added 
fourth round in 1hecompe1i1ion, and it is still uncertain who 
won even though the judges picked Phillip Bluntz. The bat-
tle be1wee1J PUDA and Starorion had controversy because 
of a DJ mishap, ye1 the judges declared S1arorion the win• 
ner. Kennerly later decided 1ha1 PUDA and K-Ruckuss 
should baule for an added eleventh spol. So it is still unde-
cided which one or these lyricists will hold down 1he 
eleventh spot. 
Big things are expected from fans for this linal explosion 
of Verbal Armageddon. 
"Last year. this was the round 1ha1 made ii exciting and 
left people talking about it for two weeks," said Brandon 
Young, a sophomore acting major. Defending champ, Per-
fecto won las1 year's compe1i1i n by defcaling Fung-Si U 
in the final baule compe1i1ion. Bui he is a marked man for 
this years round. Everyone knows what they are gelling into 
when they slep up against him. 
"As long as I don'1 beat myself, I'll beat him:· said Jeon 
the Mic King referring 10 a possible mee1ing with the 
defending champ. 
The round will begin at 7:00 p.m. in the Blackburn Ball -
room. 
Cramming Maybe Harmful for Students 
By T YISIIA FERNANDF-~ 
Hilhop Staff Writer 
Howard University rnphomore, Anihony Powe. pulled his first all-nighter during his freshman year. The demands of college life h,l\'e forced him 
10 continue 1he lazy habit of cramming. Powe admits it's 
1101 the best way to spend his college tuition, bu1 it certainly 
gels the job done. 
"I think studying 10 actually comprehend, learn, and 
apply information is the bc,1 way tu gel through your col-
lege years so you can be the most qualified pen.on for your 
desired position," he said. "Bui sometimes my schedule can 
gel a linle crazy and I fall behind in some of my classes.'' 
"Before I know ii, 1ests are coming up left and right and 
I 1ry 10 handle them one al a time by cramming. I can·1 real-
ly expect an A+ if! only crammed the informa1ion into one 
night, but I do belier than when I study a linle or maybe 
not at all ." 
But, a group of Harvard Medical School researchers tend 
lo disagree with Powe·s methods of studying. A Harvard 
study released la,1 month may discoumge anxious college 
,1uden1, from gelling 10 know late nights. 
The study. led by Harvard psychiatrist Rob.ert Stickgold. 
shows the impormncc of sleep 10 memory consolidation and 
task performance. 
1\vemy-four participanls were 1rnined to identify the order 
in which three diagonal bar,, nashed for one-si"ic1h of a 
second on a horizon1al-,1riped computer screen. Half of 1hc 
participant\ , lep11ha1 night, while others st.iyed awake unlit 
the second night of the ,1udy. Bo1h groups of people ,lepl 
the second and third nigh!. 
On the fourth day, the groups were tested on how profi-
cie111 each person had become al remembering 1he p<>sition 
of the diagonal hars. The group that slept on the fin.I night 
improved and did bener than 1hey did the first night. The 
group 1ha1 didn'1 sleep on the first nigh1 showed no 
improvement al all. 
Evidence li nking 10 sleep deprivation suggests 1ha1 stu-
dents should gel a1 lcas1 eight houn. of sleep at nigh1. espe-
cially high ,chool and college students. 
Women Power Stressed at Council Summit 
J3y Ot:NISE CAL.DWELL 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Dr. Janice E. Smith , President and CEO of 1he National Council of Negro Women, Inc. revealed many community issues in\'OI ving publication. 
recognition, and empowerment. She believes empower• 
ment is a serious motive in the new millennium which she 
stated during her address al the 65th anniversary of the 
NCNW Tuesday in Blackburn. The cen1ered idea for the 
program, which was a part of the 65th anniversary of the 
National Council of Negro Women which seeks 10 improve 
insight on it's establishment. was 10 state whal NCNW is 
and how the famed establishment will persevere in the 
future. 
"We as women of color must express deep interest and 
pride in our community." Smith said. 'The challenge and 
problem is that every other female or black sister 1ha1 you 
speak with, has no knowledge or whereabouts of the 
National Council of Negro Women. ls this simply because 
they are not educated on the historical legacy of this orga-
nization or is it 1ha1 these women arc nol involved and con-
cerned with the congregation of a women based society 
heading with excellence? .. 
Smith continued to imply 1ha1, the 1ask is 10 enlighten the 
youth and communi1y through outreach programs and 
word of mouth about the repum1ion of NCNW. On Decem• 
ber 5, 1935, what began as an idea of educalor, ac1ivis1 and 
advisor, Mary McLeod Bethune, 10 unite women 10 secure 
justice has grown into a muhi-face1ed, non-profit organi-
zation 1ha1 works al the na1ional. stale, local. and in1erna• 
tional levels. 
Wi1h the mono and goal, "Leave no one behind." the 
council aims 10 implement several ways 10 mOtivate African 
-Americans by being more visible and well disposed. 
NCNW's purpose is 10 help women improve 1hequali1y of 
life. for 1hemselves. their families and 1he community. 
Besides being a "national organizalion of national orga-
nizations.'' NCNW builds coalitions al the grnssroo1s level, 
reaching 0111 10 1hc community at large. There are various 
ethnic groups represented in 1he council. its sole purpose 
is to be in 1he forefront leading with female, as young as 
18 lo the women of passing. 
With a nmional headquarters in Washington. DC since 
1942, NCNW current ly mainiains offices in A1lan1a. 
Brooklyn, New York. New Orleans, and two international 
field offices - Senegal and Egypt. 
"We (NCNW) are like ;m orange. We are one, but have 
different sec1ions:· Smith said. 
The council consists of 38 affiliated nationttl organiza-
tions. 250 community b:,scd sections chan ered in 42 
s1a1es. 20 college based sec1ions, and 60.000 individual 
members. As the umbrella organization for 1his widely 
diverse group organizations and individuals. ranging from 
college based sororities and professional associations 10 
civic and social clubs, NCNW has an outreach 10 over four 
million women. 
TI1e female audience seemed in1rigued by 1he message 
Smith delivered. They devised several ways on how 10 con-
tinue the legacy of Commitment, Unity. and Self-Reliance 
as females of the New World. 
"65 years later the N,nional Council of Negro Women is 
the leading advocacy for African American women." senior 
an1hropology and history major Alex Jones, head of the HU 
Section of TI,e National Council of Negro Women ."h is 
our primi1ive expectation as a college distric1 10 be vigi-
lant in gelling 1he message om about NCNW." 
The week of celebration of NCNW's 651h anniversary 
incorpora1es spirituali ty, self-determination, financial 
empowerment, and a support of collec1ive effort from the 
Howard University family. 
• ' ,,:ii ,,. ', •• ; •••• ' 
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Student Government 
Student u:aders Report On Progress 
At a 1own hal l meeting held last Thursday in the Black-
burn Reading Lounge. student organization leaders 
announced their progress and goals for the academic 
year. "Tois town hall (mee1ing) is an oppor1uni1y for us 
10 let each other know what actions we have taken and 
whal strides we have made." said Howard University Stu-
dent Association President Sellano Simmom. 
HlJSA 
HUSA Vice President Nikkole Saller informed col-
leagues of the organization's progress. making meolion 
of efforts 10 improve the quali1y of cafeteria service. lbe 
esrnblishment of an ln1ercollegia1e Alliance with area DC 
Universities. and the ongoing ba11le 10 secure justice for 
Prince Jones. 
UGSA 
Undergraduate Student Association President Khalfani 
Walker announced accomplishmen1s and events. bu1 mosl 
imporinntly took a stand on the issue of studenr evalua-
tions WJd f~cult}' feijure. "How do we move ro the next 
level when we continue to recycle professors"' a,ked 
Walker "We need 10 have a mandate 10 en,ure lll8l 
department, c,rculate new ideas and methods by refresh-
ing the existing sys1em with new faculty;· said Walker. 
Walker. along with many oiher leaders. also made men-
1ion of the many interim and acting posiuons which fill a 
majority of 1he A building. ·Toe problem with all of 
thc,e interim positions is 1ha1 these people 1h,nk 1ha1 they 
arc only in temporary position, which means 1ha1 they do 
no1 crea1e the change 1ha1 we need ... concluded Walker. 
Undergraduate 'lrustee 
"A, students who need guidance and the proper leader• 
ship. we deserve permanent adminisll"dlors," said Under-
graduate Trustee Charles Coleman. Making this issue a 
priori1y, Coleman also outlined other imlialives 1hat he 
ha~ or wi ll bring before the Board ofTru>1ees. These 
issues include a revi,ion of graduation procedures. "At 
many other unive~itics. students are allowed 10 walk 
I across 1he s1age I on graduation day even if they have 
outstanding financial and academic requirements. if they 
show 1h:11 they can meet the oblig.itions wi1hin an allo11ed 
period. Howard has no such policy and 1his is not fair." 
said Coleman. In addition 10 this effor1, Coleman also 
has worked lo increase s1Uden1, access to technology 
and made a recommendations for an honorary degree 10 
be awarded 10 Amiri Baraka during commencement cere• 
monies. 
Campus Pals 
Melissa Scou. program, director for the Campus Pals. 
announced ini1ia1ives 10 extend the organization's 
involvement wi1h first year students "We want 10 stop 
people from saying ·1 never saw my pal afler first semes-
ter'", said Scoll. The Pals plan 10 do this by way of 
informative workshops and other events. Scou also made 
mention of the successful Pal auction and Haunted 
House. 
- Compiled by Jennifer C11111111i1tgs 
M en Control Fate of 
AIDS Epidemic 
From MEN.Al 
10 virtually two epidemics. 
ln1erna1ionally, AIDS reaches around the world, bm 
most heavily 10rtures Africa. O,-er70 percenl of AIDS cases 
around the world originate from sub-Saharan Africa, 
ahhough the region is home 10 just 10 percen1 of the 
world's population. 
According 10 lye me Efem. the coordinator for Commu-
nily Heallh Initiatives in Tuxas and a native of Nigeria. 25.3 
million Africans are afnic1ed. and of the 13.2 million chil-
dren left orphaned by AIDS related deaths, 12.1 are African. 
"We forge1 the children are also suffering." Efem said. 
Efcm noted 1ha1 the rise of the AIDS epidemic hasn't 
come a& a surprise. with 199 1 predictions nailing figures 
for lhe year 2000. He urged people 10 get involved. pres-
suring legislators lo 1akeac1ion worldwide. If not. Daulaire 
said, by 2 100 the world could be facing "global cataclysm" 
because of the diven.ily between cultures. 
' 
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Homeless Prepare for the 
Cold Holiday Season 
By JONATHAN C. SIMS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Shopping centers overcrowded with holiday shoppers, 
carolers on street comers singing the latest Yuletide 
tunes, and homeless men and women sleeping in their 
'nooks.' National statistics of Washington DC quotes an 
average of 8,000 homeless people that sleep on the street 
each night and that number is growing. While this holi-
day season is supposed to be the best for retail chains, it 
is supposed to be one of the worst for the District's home-
less. 
"It all happened in an instant," said Nicholias Grabel, 
a local homeless man. " I was married to this fine young 
thing. had a Lianitorial) job working in downtown build-
ings, and a place." Grabel staned selling drugs and then 
staned using them. "I tried everything under the sun until 
I got caught and went to jail," said Grabel. Now his "new 
job" has him frequenting local comers on Capitol Hill 
asking for any spare change. "See when I went to jail 
[for four years] I lost everything, my wife, my place, and 
my job;' said Grabel, "also in jail that's when my moth-
er died." At a low point in life, Grabel took the streets 
as his home and occupation. "They won't hire you if your 
record is like mine:' said Grabel. 
Some local organizations like the Salvation Army have 
local drug rehab centers and self help facilities. "One of 
our busiest rehabilitation services is on New York 
Avenue," said Les lye Wooley, a spokeswoman for the Sal-
vation Army. "We do not accommodate any emergency 
shelters for the homeless in DC, but we have shelters 
placed throughout the metro area," Wooley said. For the 
8,000 homeless that sleep on District streets behind 
trashcans, parks, and street vents they do receive some 
help. "We [Salvation Army] have the grape patrol." said 
Lee, "365 days a year between the hours of7 and 9 p.m. 
we go out on the streets and feed about l50homelessand 
MARTIN LUTHER 
KING MEMORIAL 
LIBRARY 
TEMPORARILY 
CLOSES 
To facilitate building improvements and repair work 
to the heating and air conditioning systems at the Mnr-
tin Luther King Memorial Library. 901 G Street. NW, 
certified contractors will be removing asbestos begin-
ning on Sunday. November 26 and Monday, November 
27, 2000. 
give out blankets to keep them warm." Some stops 
include 7th and 9th streets and 6th and Constitu1,on Ave. 
"Since November through February is a peak season for 
need, we have 10 work twice as hard to help these men, 
women, and children." 
Three years ago, Janet Lee moved from Florida 10 the 
area with her then boyfriend. "I had to leave home 
because my parents wanted me to have an abortion and 
would not support me," said Lee. "my boyfriend was the 
only one there for me:· Lee moved in with her boyfriend 
in a Silver Spring apartment. "He worked and I worked 
up 10 the day I had Michelle," said Lee, "Childcare is 
expensive and we were not getting on welfare." Lee had 
to take care of Michelle while her boyfriend worked. "He 
began to get frustrated with the two of us and began to 
be abusive," said Lee, "he beat me with the frying pan." 
Now Lee and her daughter are in one of the District's bat-
tered women shelters. She agreed to the interview only 
using a fake name, so that she will be protected from her 
former boyfriend who threatened to kill her and take his 
daughter. There is also the threat of getting kicked out of 
the shelter and being back on the streets. "He thinks I'm 
in Flmida," Lee said, "I would rather live on the streets 
with my daughter than put her in that house again." 
"We have to do something," Fatou Songawa, an admin• 
istrator for the House of Ruth. a bancred women's shel-
ter said. The shelter, which keeps women and their chil-
dren who have been victims of domestic violence together 
has seen a dramatic increase. "If they don ·1 come to us 
they will go to the streets," Songawa said. "and that's not 
safe at au:· 
While malls arc at their best, the District's homeless are 
at their worst. A predicted cold winter into February and 
growing numbers pouring over onto the streets because 
of filled shelters brings about a holiday that seems to be 
lost to those who can't enjoy it. 
ln an effort to minimize the disruption of library ser-
vice to the public the asbestos abatement project will 
be completed over a four-week time period. The library 
will be closed to the public and staff during the follow-
ing time on Sundays and Mondays: 
November 26 and November 27 
December 03 and December 04 
December 10 and December 11 
December 17 and December 18 
Library customers may visit their neighborhood 
branch libraries on the Mondays that the Manin Luther 
King Memorial Library is closed. There will be no 
Sunday library service available to customers during 
this time period. 
To locate a nearby branch library, please call 202-727-
1186. 
-Compiled from Staff Reports 
DISTRIBUTION 
POSITION AVAILABLE: 
► MUSIC BUSINESS INTERNSHIP ◄ 
BMG Entertainment, home We are looking for: 
to Outkast, Mystikal, R. Kelly, 
O-Tip and Toni Braxton has 
an outstanding opportunity for 
motivated, self-starting, creative 
individuals who are into the urban 
music scene. Instead of licking 
envelopes and maki ng copies 
you'll be setting up listening 
parties, contests. going to shows 
and gaining valuable experience 
in the music biz. 
► Full-time col lege students 
(Sophomore or Junior, preferably) 
► Knowledge of local record stores 
► Must know all the cool places 
to hang, shop and have fun 
► Must have adequate transportation 
This is a paid internship. We request 20 hours per week 
(we work with your schedule). We also provide a monthly 
stipend to cover expenses related to the job. 
If interested, please fax or mail a resume 
for immediate consideration to: 
BMG Distribution 
1540 Broadway, 37th Floor 
NewYork, NY 10036-4098 
Fax# (212) 930-6718 
Attn: Melissa 
MUSIC LOVERS ONLY 
NEED APPLY. 
D.C.'S Newest Residents 
Tian Tian is 011 top left and Mei Xiang is 011 bottom right. 
Giant Pandas Mei Xiang (pronounced may-shong) and Tian Tian (pronounced t-yen t-yen) 
arrived at the District's National Zoo on Wednesday. 
NAME: Tian Tian, means "more and more" NAME:Mei Xiang, means "beautiful fragrance" 
WEIGHT: about 203 pounds WEIGHT: about 115 pounds 
BIRTHDAY :Aug. 27, 1997 BIRTHDAY: July 22, 1998 
AGE: 3 AGE: 2 
Metro Looks to Solve Rush 
Hour Problems 
By NtCOLE COt, EMAN 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Using the Metro train system as transportation may be 
an easy alternative to dnving. but finding space on the 
trains during rush hour may not be so easy. 
Metro officials will begin testing eight-car trains next 
month 10 see if the cars will safely fit inside the stations 
and whether they might help alleviate crowding that is 
making rush hour increasingly uncomfonable. 
"We will begin to test rext week on every line starting 
al 10 p.m. until 2 a.m.," said Cheryl Johnson. a spoke.,pcr-
son for Metro. "The test cars will not carry any passen-
gers." 
"I think 1ha1 adding two more cars is a good idea," said 
sophomore Tiersa Johnson. "By the time I get ou1 of class 
and catch the train somewhere. it's already rush hour and 
I have 10 fight for space on the train as well as the plat-
forms.'' 
If rush-hour trains were expanded from six cars 1oeight, 
the trains would be able to accommodate about 200 
more passengers or would have enough additional room. 
so train, would no longer overnow with people. Longer 
tr.tins also would ease the press of bodies on platforms 
at major transfer stations. such as Metro Center. 
"The red line is the oldest and longest rail in the metro 
train system," said Johnson. "ii is the most heavily used 
rail." 
The most crowded hour on the metro system is week-
days from 7:45 to 8:45 a.m .. when about 86.000 trips are 
made according 10 Metro officials. 
Although the subway system was designed 25 y~ ago 
to accommodate eight-car trains. Metro officials say 
they nre unsure the stations and power systems can han-
dle the long trains on a regular basis. 
One concern is the length of Metro platforms. The plat-
forms are 600 feet. the same length as an eight-car train. 
That means an eight-car train arriving in a station must 
>1op at a precise point at the end of the platfom, f0t u\l 
the car doors to line up properly. as to not have any of 
the train still remaining inside of the rail runnel. 
Metro trains were being run manually by the operators 
for 1he past 19 months. so the idea of eight-car trains 
couldn' t even be cnicnained. agency officials said. But 
with the system's return to computerized control on 
Thanksgiving, trains once again can stop with greater pre• 
cision. a requirement needed for eight-car trains. 
Howard University student Philford Barren agrees that 
an increase in the Metro train curs would be a much-need-
ed improvement, but he has a concern that has yet 10 be 
addressed. "I'm all for the extra cnrs. but I hope that this 
will not result in train fares ri,ing." said Barren. 
Metro has no plans 10 implement the eight cnr trains 
anytime soon. "We arc doing a core capacity study in 
order to de1cm1ine the capacity needs in our stations," said 
Johnson. 
Diamonds in the Rough: Local 
Businesses Thrive Behind the Towers 
By JONATIIAN C. SIMS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
At night, the buildings behind the Towers appeared to 
be abandoned and without life. However. in the daytime, 
all that looks abandoned becomes businesses open 10 the 
public. These four businesses on 8th Street overshadow 
the debris thnt liners the street. 
Warfield & Sanford Bleva1or Company, considered 
one of District's best elevator companies. sits right 
behind the driveway of the Towers. This elevator com-
pany has a supreme clientele including the Hotel George. 
YMCA. and some federal buildings. Since its establish-
ment in 1915, Warfield has done general contracting 
along with propeny management and provided cus-
tomer service to Howard University. "When they built 
the Towers complex we built and maintained the elcva-
lOrs," said an employee for the company, "that building 
wasn't always there; it used 10 be a lumberyard until it 
burned down.'' When Warfield moved from its location 
on E Street to 9th street things weren't so different from 
the way they are now. "About ten years ago there were 
a bunch of rowdy people living around here," said John-
son, "there were a bunch of row houses and people used 
10 pany in the s1ree1s.'' Compared to the 80's, Johnson 
sees a difference. "There are no problems around here 
anymore," Johnson said, "but I've still seen some crazy 
things like people receiving sexual favors right in front 
of my window." 
On the same street, is the 9:30 Club deemed District's 
number I performance club venue. 9:30hasseen the likes 
of artists such as the Roots to Chuck Berry and Marilyn 
Manson. Re\'elers at this club own the streets behind the 
Towers at 11igh1 since the club ordinari ly has a concen 5 
nights a week. 
Almost three years ago, the "close knit family business" 
of Sparkle Car Wash opened its doors 10 the community 
behind the Towers. "Howard students not only take their 
cars here, but also work here in the summer," said Cur-
tis Thomas, a Sparkle employee. "and we have a contract 
with the University where students get I 0% off with their 
ID." The car wash. which gives a 24hr rain check and is 
in its busiest season of the year. doesn't stop there. "We 
clean up these streets as a weekly project," Thomas said, 
"we owe it to the community and if the street looks bad 
it makes us look bad.'' 
Looking for fun 
and a challenge? 
Join the Hilltop! 
call 806-6866 
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CARIBBEAN 
NEWS 
By C Ll!Ml!lfflA EUGENE 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
• I 
CUBA 
Cuba has filed a formal request to the newly elected 
President of Mexjco, Vincent Fox, seeking the extradi-
tion of four exil~ it claims plotted to kill President Fidel 
Castro. The four'ltave been in prison since their arrest 
on Nov. 17. 
I 
TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO 
Trinidadians go to the polls on Dec. 11, to elect a new 
political party to run the affairs of the country A six-
member Commonwealth observer team is due to arrive 
in the island to monitor the elections. The team will be 
lead by Roy MacLaren, a former Canadian cabinet min-
ister and diplomat. Meanwhile, Trinidad's Muslims 
demand an apology from the government for holding the 
general elections during the holy month of Ramadan. 
BARBADOS 
On Nov. 30. Barbados observed its 34th anniversary of 
political independence from Britain. The island's former 
Prime Minister, Lloyd Erskine Sandiford and the Bishop 
of Croydon, Rev. Wilfred DeMiston Wood based in Eng-
land, received Barbados' highest honor, the knight of St 
Andrew. 
ST. VINCENT • 
On November 30, seven Israeli security officers left St 
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 8, 2000 AS 
Vincent nfler a short stint of employment at the multi-
million dollar Carenege Bay Beach and Golf Resort. 
They were part of a group of 12 Israelis who were invit-
ed to St Vincent by developers of the USS 180 million 
resort. Vicentians blamed the Israelis for the recent 
upsurge tensions between them and management and 
called for the remaining Israelis to be sent home. 
HAITI 
Jean-Betrand Aristide is believed to have won the 
recently held presidential election in Haiti. Official 
results will not be known until late next week, but roost 
persons speculate that Aristide would win 92% of the 
votes as the other presidential candidates boycotted the 
elections. The 47-year old former Roman Catholic priest 
first won the presidency of Haiti in 1990 and later went 
into exile. 
JAMAICA 
Sir Aoizel Augustus, former Governor General of 
Jamaica died on Nov. 25 at his home at the age 9 1. He 
was a founding member of the ruling People's National 
Party (PNP) and wns firsl elected as a member of the 
House of Rcpresenmtives in 1944. 
ST. LUCIA 
The Organization of Eastern Caribbean States 
(OECS) Secre1ariat. based in St. Lucia, reported that 
the leaders nave agreed 10 examine the feasibility of 
selling up a law school in the sub-region. This decision 
came out of the Organization's meeting held in Mon-
sterrat, Nov. 22- 24. The OECS leaders also felt that a 
joint training institution is a natural addi1ion to the 
Eastern Caribbean Supreme Court 1ha1 is shared by all 
nine OECS member states. 
THE MIDDLE EAST CONFLICT 
• 
A Bio-psychosocial Perspective ---
By C1.-£MENTIA Euc£NE 
Hill1op Staff Writer 
The countries of the Middle East ha,-e been in'1>1vcd in con-
flict long before the birth of Christ some 2000 years ago. In 
fact, for the Jews and the Palestinian people, the conflict is as 
old as their histol')( Peace agreements have been signed and 
violated. while billions of American dollars have been sunk 
into the crises. Meanwhile, global orgnniz.itionssuch as Unit• 
ed Nations and Amnesty International ha,-e inter.ened but the 
Nation & World Essay 
formula for peace has remained elushe and the coUective wiU 
to resohe the crisis continues to lack momentum. 
Reccntl:,1 Israeli peace activists concluded that the cause 
they embraced years ago had been a failure. They lament-
ed if their quest for peace and co-existence with their Pales-
tinian neighbors was really worth their efforts. Ozacky-
Laiar, Co-director of the Jewish Arab Cenler for Peace a1 
Givat Haviva said, "All the things we've done so far didn'I 
work at the crucial moment from both ~ides. When 1 saw 
these Arab youngsters throwing stones on the main road I '\-e 
been going on for the last 15 years back and forth to work 
and many of them may be "'-ere im'Olved in our project and 
when I saw the Jewish riots last night and when I saw the 
police shooting at civilians and after working with the police 
department for many years and lecturing them about the 
meaning of Arab citizens in this state, my first reac,tion was: 
What am I doing hereT' (Hockstader, 2000). 
''l feel like a total failure:· said Nava Izan who heads the 
Adam Institute. a conflict resolution center based in 
Jerusalem. "I've been involved for IO years now what have 
I done? It's like a very thin skin that was c0\'Cring so much 
hatred among Arabs. I don't know. I'm disappointed with 
myself." He said. 
The despair in the voices of these peace activists, the con-
tinuation of war and conflict in the Middle East marlced by 
the daily death of human beings inspired the writer to pro-
vide a bio-psychosocial perspective !O understanding the 
Middle East situation. 
Biological theorists view human behavior as being based on 
the brain anatomy; brain chemistry or genetics. The under-
standing of one's thoughts, emotions and behavior is as a result 
of the biochemical and bioelectrical processes throughout one's 
brain and body. Phrenologists associate criminal behaviors 
with the size, bumps and indentations of a person's head This 
thesis does not provide an explanation for the cooflict in the 
Middle East, as it is difficult to assert that the majority of the 
citizens of the Middle East h:.ve brain deformities. 
One's psychological processes develop and change over 
one's life span and are genetically guided and perhaps pro-
vide a closer biological explanation to the question. It can 
be hypothesized that the citizens of the Middle East are by 
nature conflict prone because of some inherited character-
istics in their history. Consider for example that the nation 
was founded on conflic.t as recorded in the Scriptures. This 
trend continues more than 2000 years ago. This implies that 
several generations have been born in and out of situations 
of wars even from ancient times. 
SuMIDDLEEAST, B4 
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The Motorola Talkabout™ T900 2-way with Texting, 
e-mail and Internet info. Talk about whatever. 
Get the Motorola T900 2-way for $124.99 with 
a one year service agreement and $20 airtime 
credit at activation. ~ ver,zonwire/ess I 
Call 877-MyAirmail or visit participating Verizon Wireless stores today 
to take advantage of this special introductory offer! 
New activations only. $20 activation 1eo. Prices do not lndudo state and k>c:81 sales tax, and other appltCable taxes, lees, 
charges. or pass through assessments. Some stotes may Charge a.ales tax on cos:t o, pager and noc on sales price. 
Oftet 0Xpires 12/31/00. Good while supplies last Not vaJld with any other offer. 
MOTOROLA.. the Stylized M Logo, and all othGr trademar1t$ indicated as such herein are trademarks of Motorola. Inc, 
41Rog. U.S. Pat. & Tm. Ott. C2000 Mocorola, Inc;. Al rights rese"'"'1. Printed In the U.S.A. 
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A Place of Our Own 
It does not take a master architect with the eye of an eagle to spot the squan-dered premise of the Armour J. Black-
burn University Center. While Blackburn is 
billed as an activity center, and runs as the 
hub of Howard's activity, it is not central, 
comprehensive, nor conducive to intramur-
al communication. 
In plain language, it is simply too small. 
Built in 1979, the center has been billed as 
the "central meeting location for students on 
campus." The University suggests that the 
students use the center as the "community 
center of the University." However, how can 
this be acheived when the center's resources 
can barely scratch the surface of the needs 
of the student populace? 
What Howard needs to blast into the next 
millennium (for it begins in 2001 ), is a true 
Student Union. Blackburn is anything but: 
student organizations are often bumped from 
rooms, while rooms are loaned out to every 
visiting program and initiative in the District 
and the nation. It would neither surprise nor 
alarm us if an ultra-conservative group sup-
porting the Ku Klux Klan received a meet-
ing room in Blackburn before a given stu-
dent organization - so long as said 
conservative group came a-calling with a 
check in hand. We do recognize the need to 
provide a venue for local, national and inter-
national conferences, workshops and fairs; 
however, the needs of the students are just as 
great. 
Then there are those members of the fac-
ulty who would like a space - mainly ded-
icated to dining - all of their own. At first 
glance, such a request seems to resemble 
those fabled Teacher's Lounges of elemen-
tary and high school. But we assert that fac-
ulty members, secondary or collegiate, 
should be afforded a place of their own lest 
they become disgruntled employees. 
"But where will the money for a Student 
Union come from?" you ask. Ideally, the 
University Board of Trustees would heed our 
call and absorb the cost with extensive 
fundraising. But seeing as how the bulk of 
fundraising comes from increased tuition 
cost and Federal appropriation, we suggest 
that the students take it upon themselves to 
raise these funds. 
We look to our student government repre-
sentatives to lead the charge of pushing this 
issue forward. We believe that the student 
body would not be opposed to an increase 
in the student activity fee, so long as said 
increase would be put aside in a trust account 
earmarked for the building of a Student 
Union. It may take time to amass the need-
ed funds, but every great task has modest 
beginnings. 
The construction of the ilab and the Health 
Sciences Library have helped to answer 
some of the needs of the University, but not 
all of them. Should the University build a 
Student Union, the student body would not 
be diseased with apathy and alienation. And 
if the students had a hand in raising the funds 
for that Union, the day of apathy would 
truly be dead. 
If a true Student Union is built, Howard 
could rightfully claim its commitment to its 
students - the kind of commitment 
preached by President Swygert in his "A 
Toaching Moment" letter to the editor. As of 
now, in the eyes of the Editorial Board, 
Howard is not living up to its legacy, not until 
those bricks fall into place for our new Stu-
dent Union. 
The Supreme Silence 
We have long known Clarence Thomas to be inferior to Thurgood Marshall. Many would say his presence on the 
Supreme Court insults the memory of our alum. 
Thomas cast the deciding vote to make it more 
difficult for blacks to prove themselves victims 
of job discrimination. He has voted against 
expanding voting rights for blacks. He even 
argued against the precedent of the Voting 
Rights Act of 1965 to help elect more blacks in 
the South. 
As a presence on the Supreme Court, Thomas 
has rarely written, and mostly mimicked the 
mindset and votes of Antonin Scalia, another 
conservative counterpart. Now, in the wake of 
an election fraught with allegations of possible 
fraud, Clarence Thomas has nothing to say. 
With charges that 1he police illegally used their 
powers to suppress black voter turnout and 
charges that bureaucrats lied to turn away black 
voters, it's no wonder that the counties teaming 
with black voters had the highest number of 
challenged chads. How can a black Supreme 
Court justice have nothing to say about an elec-
tion where the suppression of the black vote is 
suspected, where allegations of disenfranchise-
ment run rampant? Clarence Thomas needs to 
open his mouth, and finally realize that he is as 
black as the rest of us. 
lbu 've Waited-The Time Has Come 
Smile! Jump for joy! Throw a party ! Shake it fast! Do whatever suits your mode of celebration. 
The time has come and first semester is 
finally over, but for some of us it came to 
soon. 
Freshmen, you should know your way 
around HU by now. Sophomores, you 
should know your way around D.C. by 
now. Juniors, you should know your way 
around D.C., Maryland, and a little bit of 
Virginia-the entire".," so to speak. 
Seniors, we know you know your way 
and, you're ready to leave us already. 
Before you pack up and leave or indulge 
in those 18-hour sleeping splurges, we just 
want to remind you that now is not the 
time to be negligent. Okay, we know 
we're not your parents, but remember, it's 
fine to relax during reading period, but 
finals, as you well know, have a conse-
quential impact on your course grades and 
your GPA. With all of the above said, 
study hard, eat healthy food, rest (but not 
too much), turn your telephone ringer off, 
stock up on your favorite caffeine-poison 
and good luck on your finals. 
The time has come. This seems like just 
as good a time as any to alert you of the 
monumental transition your favorite cam-
pus newspaper will be undergoing next 
semester. Beginning in February, the Hill-
top will move into a twice-a-week publi-
cation to meet the demands of the student 
body in the 21st century. The last time the 
paper made such a drastic commitment to 
the University was in 1965 when the paper 
moved to a weekly publication schedule. 
The Tuesday and Friday issues will deliver 
breaking news, updates, and as always, 
provide you with all the campus, city, 
national, sports and feature news-sooner. 
It takes two, so look for millennium 
changes from the Hilltop in 200 I. 
On that note, the Hilltop staff wish you a 
wonderful holiday and prosperous New 
Year. We will be accepting late gifts and 
tokens of appreciation when you return in 
January. 
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Letters to the Editor 
Tuition Issue Not Quite Decided Yet 
Dear&btor. 
The December I. 2000. Hilltop coniedo front-page:irticlcreport-
ing on the proceedings of the Tuition and Rates Review Commit• 
1ee(fRRC). I wooldW:e1opoin10011h:l1thisreport. whichwas no1 
issood by the TRRC. was premature. Further. the 1i1l1c of an edit~ 
rial. "We A\Uidcd ii This 'lime·· (sic) h.'1d an air or finolity that is 
mislCJding. Individual TRRC members do a ch<service 10 the Com-
miuec by m.iking the unilatetal decision to issue an individual report 
of the proceedings 10 the press. 
needed 10 P"Y for all other Unhcr<ity expenditures. including 
employ,e benefits for faculty and <WT. academic programs, infur. 
motion technolog): the physical faciliuo and lheirunkeep. utilities. 
c:ipital unpr0'"ments. and :idministrati,e salaries. 
The three students who attended this year·s meeting. Nikkole 
Salter(HUSA).Janul Osazc(HUSA)and Maurice Budcr(GSA) 
did an excellent job of n.'()l'Csenting their oon.sti1uency·s issues and 
concerns. They did rese.vch 10 bolStCrlheu'orgumenlS 3jlllinsl lllilion 
increases and provided dat.'I lh.'ll lhey beliC\'Cd supported lhcir posi-
tions. The Chrur of the TRRC applauded their work on the com-
mittee. as did other members The Chrur of the Committee also 
reviewed the nature and tnrung of commurucauons th3t would be 
issued on behalf of the TRRC. Individual member·s reports were 
no, cxp,clcd or :lptl<O\'-'d. 
'The TRRC is only the fo;,1 or scveml steps 1n a process used 10 
set tuition and roe rotes. Its procccdmgs an: by no means ··secre1" 
and indhidual members an: rree 10 discuss their individual posi-
tionsootside of the Committee. II is inappropriate, t,ov...-, tor indi-
vidu.'11 membcrs 10 is,,uc a public report. which ostensibly is trot 
of the Committee. 
The nv:mber, of the TRRC wori( diligently a.s a group 10 formu-
late recommendations concerning pncing octions by the Univ,,-r-
siti In recent years. srudents h:l"e been invited to participate on the 
Commiuce so trot they can: I) n.,x,,scnt the vie"~ and concerns 
of the students: and 2) gain insight into 1lv: financial requirements 
and con$idcrations of ruMing an enterprise of this size. One ques-
tion students perennially a_sk is ·Where does all my tuition goT 
Data supplied to the TRRCshows that net 1m1ion revenue is almost 
enoog)I 10 pay for faculty salaries. Other souttes of re-,,enue are 
'The Coouruncc submits its n:pon 10 me. as Ouef financial Offi. 
ccr. I must then consider all the relC\'Ollt information • including 
the financial requirements ror the upcoming academic year; beb-e 
ptCSCnting my recommcndauoos of the TRRC arc just that: rec-
ommendations. Once the president and I discu.,s and finalize our 
recommendations. they an: proscnted 10 the Boord of Thistces. 
which has final authority O\'cr tuition and fee rates. 
Re: The Fuss 
About The 
Restaurant 
Did anyone read the article on the 
front page about professors not want• 
ing students in the restaurant. ''Stu• 
dents and Teachers Battle for Howard 
Restaurant Dining Rights" (12/1)? I 
completely understand their concern. 
really I do. Students are often guilty 
of screaming loudly at each other. ini-
tiating messy food lights. and mali-
ciously harassing faculty members as 
they try to eat a peaceful lunch in the 
res1auran1. Get real! Maybe I have 
missed some things, but I have only 
observed studenls eating lunch like 
mature young adults. The only reason 
we [students] come in the restaurant 
to eat is that e"eryone knows that the 
res1auran1 has the best service and the 
best food in Blackbum. If the cafete-
ria downstairs had buffet style. and 
was the same as the food upstairs, I 
would eat in there, and I believe oth-
ers would do the san1e. lfthe service 
in the punch-out was better. 1 might 
go there, but between the hour waits. 
and the disgruntled employees. I tend 
to steer clear of it. Bottom line: The 
faculty is paid to be here, and we pay 
to be here. That makes us 1he cus• 
tomer, and the customer is always 
right. We [students] did not create the 
circumstances that draw us to that 
restaurant, but like C\'etything that is 
wrong at this University • we deal 
with it. I got much love for HU fac-
ulty. but if they really just can't stand 
the sight of mature upperclassmen 
eating in their vicinity, 1hcn maybe 
they should eat in lheirofliccs. Here·s 
a thought: gi\'e them the punch-out. 
and give us the restaurant. They will 
ne,,er have 10 worry about eating with 
me again. 
- Chay Lu 
Broadcast Journalism 
Thomas J. Eliey 
Executi,,: Vice President, 
Olief Operating Officer and lreasurer 
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PERSPECTIVES 
•Hip-Hop's 
Identity Crisis 
ROBERT FORD 
Some1hing peculiar erupl$ once you delve into the crevasse of hip-hop. 
lnilially you find ils origin roo1ed in graffiti ,vriling, break dancing, DJiJ1g 
and MCing. You also discover thal this culture has rescued the lives of counl• 
less masses of people, and ii has empowered more young working class 
Blackand Lalino·s than the civi l righ1s movement. 
Hip-Hop has evolved inlo an arl form Iha! receives global acceptance. With 
1his global accep1ance comes a s1ruggle to mainlain i1s self-identity. Il°s nol 
ironic 1ha1 Elvis Presley is remembered as "The Kin!;'· of rock 'n Roll and 
Eminem curren1ly has 1l1e highesl selling hip-hop album on the charis. This 
provokes an in1eres1ing ques1ion; Will what happened to rock 'n roll hap-
pen to hip-hop? 
As you look a1 1hc culture from a more critical perspective you see that it 
has evolved inio the sound1rack forpos1-civil-righ1s America. For some white 
Americans the current economic boom has crea1ed 1he myth 1hat things are 
grand for all Americans. 
Wrong, 20 years afler 1hc Reagan re1alimion on civil rights, 1he innux of 
crack, guns and an as1ronomical class divide in Black America. hip-hop has 
come 10 symbolize a cullure segmen1ed by in1egra1ion. abandonmen1 and 
worst of all self-hatred. 
Thus 1he bewildered hip-hop culture, once edgy. def. fresh and vibran1 has 
evolved in10 a misogynis1ic, superficial. shallow. violence orien1ed 21 SI cen-
tury mins1rel show, as described by Spike Lee in Bamboozled. 
Am I a "haler," no. actually I'm one the cultures bigges1 fans. Bui when 
urban radio siations play 1he same I 0-12 songs every day. our il lus1rious hip• 
hop magazines continue 10 promo1e narcotics, degrada1ion of women and 
"niggas" under the idiocy of keeping it real and music videos continue 10 
pump visual amphelamines into the brains of our youth, then I think there 
is no question thal hip-hop is suffering from a severe idenlity crisis. 
Robert Ford is the A.fsis1a111 Capm11s Editor. he ca11 be reached at 806-6866. 
A versio11 of this article originally appeared in the U11ii'ersity Reporrer. 
The Interview: 
(Ho)nesty 
Or Nasty Ho? 
Ginger Skinner 
The impact of this matler has extended far beyond 1he campus of Howard 
University. as I am sure it always will. However. 1he par1icular case I am 
writing abou1 is 1ha1 of 1he young woman in1erviewed in las1 week's Life & 
Style article. "Se., ... Between the Shee1s at HU." I'm sure if you·re reading 
this; you know by now whm article I am speaking of. If you do not. gel a 
copy, read i1. digesl it and 1hink abou1 how 1he presence of 1he article in our 
campus newspaper and 1he indiscree1 tone of lhe interviewee. portrays 
women al Howard University. I'm nol one lo say tha1 Howard women are 
angels and I'm no1 one myself. bu1 I hope and pray 1hat Vanessa Mack is 
the minori1y here. 
Dellr Ms. Mack, 
Most of what ya11 st1id i11 your interview makes me think back to my soplw-
more year, and how most of my girlfrie11ds and myself were 1101hi11g like 
yo11 ... b1111/re11 there wt1s always that fast crowd. However. I am 1101 writi11g 
tlris to uplift myself and bri11g you clmv11, yet I refuse to s11garcom what you 
approt1c/1 with biller 1•1dgt1ril): Co111rory10 what you 11afrely belie1·e, sex for 
you is ,wt a power tool. Get1i11g a few papers typed in tire i-1..ab hardly qual-
ifies as a realistic form of 1>011·er. I mean. if you i-e goi11g to be a "ho, "you 
might as well get something more than tm essay 0111 of it, right? Who k11ows. 
your excll1.1il-e i111er11iew may be rewarded by tm even lt1rger cliemele. 77,ere 
may even be a place for you dow11 011 K Street. Sweetheart, how do you (hon-
estly) feel aftu you\-e sle1>1 with tho.re "more 1ha11 twelll)i b111 less than a 
l11111dred" guys (and I'm /lot talki11g abo111 the physical here). The q11estio11 
I hm·e a11d I f eel should lrm·e bee11 asked i11 tire interview is: "How do you 
let someo11e else s disregard for you allow you to have so much disregard 
a11d disrespect for yourself!" 
All joke., aside, a11tl shame 011 me for fi11di11g !111mor i11 this sad si111a1io11, 
here's a liule advice from someone who llCtually cares a11d does11 l wa111 you 
to ruin your life as early as sophomore year. It came to my tlllenti0ll, that 
I shou/cl say some1/ri11g mu/ plll my thoughts i1110 words for orlrer., to read, 
after my boss (1101 affiliated with Howard University) role/ me Oil Monday 
that Ire /rad reod 1/re article alld was shocked by it. I agree that the article 
is slwcki11g. b111 I am 011ly shocked at the mere fact that you expo.red so much 
illfOrmatioll abolll yourself so recklessly. I guess I should shake your hand 
for honesty Ms. Mack. b111 that is tire 011lyappro,·al you will get from me. I 
did 1101 write this w "r11l1 it in," because that is 1101 what you 11ud. Just 
because .<0meo11e hurts you. it cloes11 l 111ea11 that your heart will feel belier 
after sleepi11g with Ql'er Memy me 11. Heali11g yourself is imenral a11tl begi11s 
from your core, 11m in be1Wee11 your legs. Jim ha,•e so 11111ch life ahead of 
you. a11d tire fact that you are i11 college 111ea11s that you have set goals for 
yourself. This is 1101 to st1); "Do 1101 hm•e sex." because 111a11y ofus are 1101 
sta1111ch or practicing t1dl'Ocates of abs1i11e11ce. B111 after all. is11 t there some-
thi11g else i11 your life that l>ri11gs you sa1isfac1io11 or happi11ess other t/ra11 
careless, casual sex that has already left you with 011 STD? Sex is 1101 the 
a11swer; its tm easy option b1111101 tlll outlet for suppressed pai11. 
I hope 1h01 y<m are readi11g this Ms. Mack. and all the Ms. Macks, anti 
e1,e11 if you disagree a11d 1/ri11k /'111 /1111 of(well, you know), please heed this 
if you choose to co111i11ue your S/>0rt: Protect your bod>, Ill case you wer,, 
never told. ,111 STD is 1101 the 011/yor the worst tiring you ca11 get from 1111pro-
1ec1etl sex. l!m do111 wall/ to fi11d 0111 in two years that you wo11) be grod-
uati11g, a11d I don l 111ea11 because of grades a11d ou1S1a11di11g balances. Feel 
me? 
Gi11ger Ski1111er is " Se11ior Prim Jo11malis111 major Ollcl tire Engage '/Cal• 
mdar editor oft/re Hilltop. Sire call be comacted at hilltop_art@yalroo.com. 
PERSPECTIVES DO NOT 
NECESSARILY RELFECT 
THE VIEWS OF THE 
HILL TOP NOR ITS 
EDITORIAL BOARD. 
"Cl-o.l\t:'!, -fa.- -t'~<... 
f-o.vor, l'/1 rt'tl.lrM 
t ~ t'o.s<X" jCnCrru!>l'f 
IMlef\e>'e.r YO<A.... 
wa.nt; ! ,_ _ __, 
!:>1.1re, let':\ liit;"lt-
Now I =, sure. My t\ Me. ! ,,_~~--' 
Leave the Girl Alone 
I hmereactionaries. While this is a paradigm of irony 
( one cannOI help bu1 react wi1h haired to the reactions 
of reactionaries, making 1he ha1er likewise reac-
tionary}, it is still IJUe. I loathe response pieces: 
"'Whut? Homegurl sed whut0 Well. lei me tell home-
gurl sumding, coz sis1a gurl is bout ia get uglay. OK'/ 
Fyurst tof all .... " 
That being said. this is a reactionary piece. It is unfair 
and unjust, because you do no1 have the benefil of 
breezing 1hrough 1he lines of text that inspired me io 
react Bui. I'm doing you a favor. Not because the 
pieces are bad, bul bec-Juse the agent provocateur. an 
in1erview with Vanessa Mack. was about sex, and the 
responses are not. 'The responses are abou1 judgment, 
and read like one fool chiding another. 
\'.Inessa's poin1 is not that she was morally superior 
10 her run-around ex. nor imellectually dominant 10 the 
paper-l)'J)Cr sex slaves she owned. nor irreftnably wi,;e 
for her choice of lifcs1yle. None of those reasons suf-
fice for a motive 10 in1ervie,v. to leave oneself open 10 
direct criticism and calumny. unless V,messa. as one of 
her sexual peccadilloes, is a masochist Ironically. 
½nessa a<;SCrts that she is not mornlly superior. Vanes-
sa is as dirty as her boyfriend was. l>he is a byproduct 
of his iransgression. carrying on the karma of hi, 
ladykilling. Ironically. Vanessa asserts that she is not 
intellectually dominan1; she does no1 trnp or Irick her 
sla,-es, they are hardly sla,-es at all: she wanls 10 ge1 i1 
on, and they wan1 10 ge1 i1 on. and while they are 100 
lazy to charm, she is 100 lazy 10 1ype: it is a irade-off 
in slolh. Ironically. Vanessa a.,sens thm she is unar-
guably foolish, thut her lifcslyle is poin1les.s, soulless, 
mechanical, disappointing, and self-perpeluating: and 
this is why she chose 10 in1erview in the ftrsl place. She 
is not a pimp, bu1 a portrait of someone l>hackled by 
impropriel)'. And she is qui1e r,w.ue of it. She is not a 
MICHAEL WINFIELD 
sinner. sinner is 001 a word in her ,'OCabulary. nor a con-
cept in her mind. Tu berate her. to reproof her. 10 chas-
tise herwouJddefeal the point her We has ilS own inter-
nal logic. 110 different than yours. 110 dillerent than mine, 
which is the point. She lives in a prison, but is it any-
more recogniz.able as a prison because it is sexual? Is 
thequali1y of her life, the in1erac1ions wi1bin, the ugl.i-
ne.,s tha1 appears. 1he beauty tha1 fades anymore more 
poignant. or any less so? No. She is no differen1 1han 
anyone else. she jus1 happens 10 fuck for papers. she 
jus1happenstoha1eherex.happens 10 live in the shad-
ow of his wrongs. happens 10 live in a circadian cycle 
of cunt and cock. tick-1ock. ti1-for•U1t. happens to be the 
result of consequences both inside and ouiside of her 
conlJOI. like any other per.,on alive in the light of our 
Univer-e. 
If you say she h misguided, who is to say you are 
001. fur ywrchasti,ing ChriS1Jansen,ibihties. which 
have 1hc silly slridence of a brainwashed adole.\CeJll? 
If you com:c1 her undcn.1anding of pimpology. lhen 
who b the real strumpe1? If you agree wholehear1-
edly with her. how are you in any way above the poinl• 
les.~. soulless. mechanical, dis.ippoin1ing. self-per-
pe1ua1ing idiocy of her exis1ence? She is beyond 
judgrnen1. like :my other human being, by any other 
human being. because we ,111 live in priwns created 
by our own free will. Does ii really matter how many 
men she h,IS had sex wi1h? Does thal number negale 
1hc 1endernes., of her iwlation? Does it really matter 
whe1her guys will type up her papers for sex or oul 
of the kindne:.softheirhearis? Either way. her work 
gels done. Either way. she gels even with the idea of 
her ex looming in her mind. The lesson lo be learned 
here is 1101 1ha1 Vanessa Mack is stupid, but that our 
ac1ions affec1 01hers. lypified by the reaclionary 
piece, 1ha1 nooded by mailbox in response to her stu-
pid-ass interview. \'.Inessa Mack is acting out her own 
self-haired, her own self-abnegation, and it comes 
slraight from the loss of self~eem that occurred 
when her ex fucked her friends. How can you look 
nl herpresen1 actions and ignore the responsibility of 
1he man who hurl her? Bui the responsibility of 
which I speak is not of men to women. bu1 of person 
10 person-when you act in life, you affect Olher peo-
ple, and you of1ea deslJOy !hem for years 10 come 
when your actions are negative. Why would you ever 
w-an1 to wish this on anyone? Why would you wan1 
to twisl some girl up into a love-siarved whore? Why 
would you wanl lo twist some guy up in10 an essay. 
writing erection? And why would you wri1e a piece 
insulting this obviously fragile girl and expect an Edi-
torials Edi1or with a conscience to print it, 1hereby 
implica1ing him in your ac1 of spite? 
I forgive \'.lo= Mack for her lifeS1yle. and I hope 
she forgives her e,c, and I hope you forgive me for ran1-
ing, bul whal people who live l>hallow and methodi-
cal lives need is affection. sympathy. under.landing, 
hope. charity. and consolation. so that they may bel· 
ler themselves and li,'C in a way that meeis their needs 
without disrespect of others or themselves. They do 
not need 10 be insulted, shunned, spil upon, debased. 
ignored, mocked, lampooned. or gossiped about If 
so many people can muster 1he motivation 10 holler 
how wrong Vanessa Mack is, why can·, they musier 
the inlelligence lo see tha1 reac1ing 10 wha1 Vnnes,a 
Mack has 10 say is wonhless. and ac1ing 10 prcvcni 
similar harm 10 others, done by them.selves and 1heir 
big mouths. hurtful words. disloyal. de,p:m1ely cruel, 
and indifferen1ly improper actions. is the only thing 
1ha1 matters in this ma1erial existence? 
Michael \\li11field is a j1111ior i11 tire College of Arts 
t111cl Sciences. He is Editorials Editor for171e Hilltop. 
Please Don't Read This 
Freshman year my mother pur-chased this liule plaque tha1 sits on my wall in the hallway. 
It says DETERMINATION: Doing 1he 
SELLANO SIMMONS 
very tl1ing you think you can·t For 1he 
longcs1 I was perplexed with thu1 say-
ing. I was under tl,e impression 1hn1 
de1ermina1ion was simply continuing 
to do some1hing 1ha1 you knew you 
could. bu1 had to figh1 10 do ii. Today I 
am proud to say 1hat I iruly understand 
and belie,'C the saying on the wall. 
Determination is doing the very thing 
you think you canno1 do. 
When I ran for HUSA President my 
vision was for everyone 10 re:1lize that 
we are studen1 leaders, which simply 
means we all mke some sense of own-
ership in bringing about change. I saw 
HUSA as the \'Chicle to bring about this 
change. Determination: doing 1he \'Cry 
thing you think you canno1 do. How 
run I suppose to change individuals 
mindse1 to unders1and 1hm s~cellence 
is 1hc goal. but perfection will be 
accep1ed? How do you impar1 to a s1u-
den1 body 1hat we cannoi and will not 
s1and for less than perfect'/ A women I 
spoke with the other day iold me tha1 
s1uden1S don'1 come 10 school 10 be edu-
ca1ed. they come to get a job. I renecl-
ed upon my math cla,;s for a minu1e and 
1hough1 how many students raise their 
harld when they don·1 understand. How 
many ~1udents challenge what they are 
being 1augh1:? If thal is the rule then 
how do you invoke studems lo ,peak 
IJUlh 10 power and nol be in1imi1a1ed by 
posi1ion or mnk. We are here to learn 
this Universi1y revolves faculty and 
students no one else. 
How do you lei the faculty unders1and 
that the caferteria is for all individu-
als.not just them? Undersmnding of 
course the faculty needs an area 10 eat.but 
inste-Jd of limiting the optionsof "fulure 
leaders for America,•· how aboul we 
press the Admini,.tration 10 look lor more 
room on how lo accommodate the num-
ber of individuals we ha,'C al Howard 
Univcn.ily currently? How do ,ve ensure 
thai the foculty con1inue to actually do 
research and focus no1 on how they 
1each. bu1 how we as a class learn? 
The Adminis1Jation, how do \\'C share 
wi1h them our 1hougths withou1 them 
feeling threalened or intimidated? How 
do we incorpora1c the s1uden1 evalua-
tions inio tools 10 grade the effecth'C-
nes.s of a 1eacher? How do we gc1 pasl 
the woe, of regis1Jation that have been 
present smce the beginning of time? 
111e changes thm I seek won't come 
0\'Cr night. bul they will come. 
It will come a lime when student C\'C· 
lautions are 1aken in10 account when 
deciding 1eacher's 1enure and pay raise, 
althougth I alre,1dy hear tha1 is !Tue. il 
will be enforced. There will come a 
time when Deans of Schools and Col-
leges will be able to sign off on Uni-
versity withdrawal docurncnls. Why 
Revisiting Menace 
BREANA SMITH 
must the Provost sign off on Univer,i-
ty withdrawals?This only backs up the 
paper work and time. There will come 
a ti111C when Financial Aid ,vill learn 10 
service studen1s in one day and with a 
couneous manner. There will come a 
1ime when a majority of Howard 
employees will lake what they ha\'C 
learned in costumer service training I 
and n and apply i1 with the studems. 
Howard Universi1y has long standing 
markofuadition, but a spirit of change. 
There are several issues that I want 10 
address but I ha,-e to keep in mind that 
one year will require n priortized lis1 of 
a few. The platform we were voted in 
on was OREM meaning 
Organize.Redefine. Enhance and 
Mainlain there has now come an all out 
commitmem to re1urn 10 the issues that 
we were elected in on. I am Determined 
to see them accomplished. 
Sella110 Simmons is tire Pr,,side111 of 
Howard Unil'tTSil)• Studem Associa-
tion. 
Admitledly I ba,'C lived the life of tlJC petite bour• 
geosie. I had the debutante ball, my nickname is 
Princess, wen1 10 an all-girls private prepara1ory 
school. and took social dance in 6'h grade. At times 
I think I know wha1 i1 is likc10 be a "While" girl bet· 
1er than they do. But l still love Menace. 
from the grim reali1ies thm uaderlie the HuglJCs 
Bro1hers por1rayal. Shellered bu1 1101 removed: I 
knew a Cain. S1acey. Shareef. even an 0-Dog. I even 
identify wi1h Cain·s unceasing 1ormen1 and find 
solace in his humani1y. 
in the end I am metaphorically the same as Cain. Left. 
struggling. a victim of my own choices in a society 
that barely gives an inch, wondering what really ma1-
1er most the most. Sadly, too far gone to decide. 
Menace II Sociery is oft ignored, and 100 easily dis-
regarded film that undoubtedly will sen'C as a cul-
lUral icon of our generation. I have always loved Me11-
ace, bul not for the gmtui1ous violence or profanil)'. 
lns1ead. I love and defend Menace II Sociel)• for i1s 
uncanny abili1y 10 convey the tragedy of Black life 
in America, and moreover tlJC hard choices 1ha1 we 
a.~ young blacks often have to make. 
Ne,'Cr growing up in the inner city. I was sheltered 
Being Black you can only escape for so long-the 
madness quickly gives chase. I remember vividly the 
nigh1 I saw Mon1gomery Coun1y police officers bea1 
a friend of mine savagely. I have wi1nessed countless 
inciden1s of harassment from the police while driving. 
I know all 100 well whal i1 feels like 10 receive scruti-
ny because I might s1eal so111Cthing. 
Revisi1ingMe11ace7 yearsafteri1Sdebu1 still gives 
111Cchi11;,. Though I cru11 pretend 10 have experienced 
the same traumas thlll ravaged and shaped the life of 
young Cain.nor can I aitest to the bru1alityofO-Dog. 
Ye1 I am privileged. Though I may siruggle the real-
i1y of 1he metaphor is not lost on me: I can fight For 
me ii is no1100 late, and the mythical Kansas awaits 
me in a not so distant sunset As I wa1ch the screen 
fade to black I recognize the IJUe grea1ness of Men-
ace. Though Cain and Shareef never see 1heir 1omor-
row, for us, Kansas lies stretched out far abe-.1d. II is 
not too late. 
Brea/JG Smith is a J1111ior lblitical Science and 
Physics Major 
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Just a short cross-town trip to cheer on the BIS N ! 
TUE Hlu,:rop 
And mark your calendar .. 
__. 2 PM, Sat.,::-----
0 
Tickets ($15) will soon be on sale at Cramton Auditorium 
or at TicketMaster outlets .. service charge applies. 
Take a stress break from finals & hop on the Metro to MCI !! 
ec. 16 
at the MCI 
And Best Wishes to: 
@The Naval Academy (Tomorrow, Dec. 9) 
Take New York Ave. east to Rte. 50 to Annapolis - Less than an hour's drive 
@Mississippi State U. Tournament (Dec. 16-17) 
& @ Villanova Christmas Tournament (Dec. 29-30) 
Represent! ! If you 're in the vicinity, 
go out & support the Lady Bison! ! 
CBmrnrn11murnorott□moo~ fl~: 
LADY BISON for VICTORY @ HAMPTON (78-69) 
(A. Gardner - Double/Double; C. Washington - 28 pts.) 
MEN'S BASKETBALL for VICTORY over VMI (91-88) 
(R. Williamson - 33 pts; J. Stokes 20 pts.) 
WOMEN'S TRACK - 3rd Overall@ West Virginia 
and 1, 2, 3 in the 800 Meter Run 
MEN"S TRACK - 3rd Overall@ West Virginia 
and 1& 2 in the 60 Meter High Hurdles 
Student Affairs December 2000 
• 
• 
BISON ROUNDUP 
MEAC BASKETBALL SCORES 
Me-n's Basketball as of Wednosday December 6, 2000 
Howard 69 Nodo!k Sta1e 76 
u Md Ea&tftcO Shorn 72 ttamosoo 91 
Naab Camrrna A&T 83 Pelaware Sta1e 64 
Cooolo State 55 EkUhYOt·CO<>tmao 57 
Mnroao State§$ EIOdda A&M 67 
Women's Basketball as of Wednesday Oeoember 6, 2000 
t1@':i1Cd 85 NqrlpJk State 72 
lJ Md Eastern ShQm 32 HAOOPIQO $1 
Nof1h Cacotioa MI 62 Oelawam State 76 
A;>gpjp State 55 BeltlSJOO:Cmkmao 63 
Mncoan Stale 84 FkAdOa A&M 67 
MEAC STANDINGS 
Howat<! 
MotQan Slate 
FloridaA&M 
Coppin State 
women's Basketball 
CONFERENCE OVERALL 
W L W L 
2 0 3 2 
2 2 4 
4 2 
2 4 
Nonh C.rohna A&T 1 1 4 
ttampton 
Delaware State 
Bethuoo Cookman 
NO<foll<SI 
UMES 
South carohna St 
No<folk Stale 
Coppin Stato 
Bethuno Cookman 
Hampton 
Bethune Cookman 
South Carohna S1 
Morgan Slate 
FIOoldaA&M 
North Ce,olina A&T 
UMES 
Howat<! 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
2 
2 2 
3 2 
1 4 
2 4 
1 4 
1 2 
Men's Basketball 
CONFERENCE OVERALL 
w L w L 
2 0 2 3 
2 1 • 3 
2 1 3 3 
2 1 5 2 
2 1 3 3 
1 0 3 4 
1 2 2 3 
1 2 2 5 
0 1 1 5 
0 1 0 3 
0 2 1 7 
SPORTS BRIEFS 
MCINNIS SPEAKS OUT 
Los Angeles Clippers guard Jeff Mcinnis said he never threat-
ened Toronto forward Charles Oakley, who was suspended for 
three games by the National Basketball Association after he 
punched Mcinnis in the face last week. Oakley, who was also 
fined $15,000 by the league after the incident last Friday, was 
quoted in Tuesday's Toronto Sun as saying that Mcinnis had 
threatened his life. "Why would I threaten a 6-foot-9, 260-pound 
guy?" Mcinnis asked before a game at Madison Square. The 
paper, citing several sources it didn't identify, said Mcinnis 
threatened Oakley during the offseason after the two had an 
argument over a woman. 
MILLER CALLS IT QUITS 
Cheryl Miller, the first coach hired by any WNBA team, resigned 
Friday after four years with the Phoenix Mercury, citing physi-
cal and mental fatigue. "This is an extremely difficult and emo-
tional decision for me," Miller said in a s ta tement released by 
the team. Miller, sister of Indiana Pacers star Reggie Miller, com-
piled a 70-52 record with the Mercury. She coached the team 
to the 1998 WNBA final. where the Mercury lost to the Hous-
ton Comets. Phoenix made the playoffs in three of her four sea-
sons. Miller said she will continue in her role as broadcaster for 
NBA games televised by Turner Sports. 
TURNER TERMINATED 
Washington Redskins coach Norv Turner was fired Monday 
after failing to live up to Super Bowl expectations with the most 
expensive team in NFL history. Tu rner was dismissed by owner 
Dan Snyder one day after a 9-7 loss to the New York Giants, 
the team said. It was the Redskins' fourth loss in five games 
and third straight at home, and it made a team on the road to 
championship, move dangerously close to elimination from the 
playoffs for Super Bowl XXXV. Passing game coordinator Terry 
Robiskie was named the coach for the rest of the season. 
Robiskie, 46, becomes the NFL's third black head coach. 
BISONROUNDUP WAS COMPILED BY JOI RIDLEY 
WWP tu?, ifh.Jt 
The SportsWeek Editor gives his synopsis of 
the men's basketball program so far this season 
' -in The Extra Point. 
Story on B2 
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Bison Best Keydets, 
Halt Losing Streak 
Ron Williamson 
scored 33 as the 
Bison ended a 23-
game losing streak 
at Burr 
By ALICIA J OHNSON 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Led by the scoring of sophomore guard Ron W11liarnson, the Howard 
Bison captured their first victory of 
the season by defeating the Vir-
ginia Military Institute Keydecs 
91-88 December 2 in Howrud's 
home opener nt die Burr. 
The victory snapped a 23-game 
losing streak for the Bison and 
was the first time the team bad won 
since a victory over Norlh Caroli-
na A&T on January 8, 2000. 
Williamson scored 25 of his 33 
points in the second half to lead all 
scorers. 
Poor shooting by the Bison 
allowed VMJ to take a 14-8 lead 
midway through the first half. Play 
was suspeoded for abou1 two min-
utes when die lighlS went out. VMI 
cooches chose to continue pln)I 
however, and the Bison seized the 
PholO b)• Marl< Coleman 
Sophomore AUBtd Ron \Villiam50n hod a hugt gnmt, cootribut-
ing33 p<>int(i including n key JJ.14 from lhe rn.---ethrow line to lift 
Ho,.ard to a 91-88 vi<tory o,·er VJ\11. 
oppornmity to go on a 14-6 run 10 help narrow 
the Keydets' lead 10 35-37 at the half. 
After scoring all of Howard's first eight points, 
sophomore guard Jonathan Stokes (20 points, 
four rebounds) picked up his fourth foul early in 
the second half. forcing him to the sideline. 
Along with Williamson, point guard Ali Abdul-
lah picked up the slack in Stokes' absence. turn-
ing in L7 poi.ms and six assists before fouling out. 
Sophomore Darren Kennedy also contributed 
with his double-double performance, sconng 12 
points and gr:tbbing IO rebounds. 
Improved shooting and key defensive stops in 
the second half allowed the Bison to open a 
seven-point lead with eigh1 minutes left in the 
game. VMl would make a comeback. led by 
point guard Richard Little, who scored all 17 of 
his poinlS and four of bis seven assists in lbe sec-
ond half. 
The game was a sort of reunion for Little and 
Bison forward Ronald Miller; who played on the 
same4-AStateChampfonwpteamru Oxon Hill 
High School. Miller wa.~ held scoreless and 
gral)be<l just one rebound before fouling ou1 
,vith 5:31 left in the 1,'llll1C. 
Sec BISON, B2 
Chee!< out wwv/.olacl<col-
t'egefootbcilhcom fo11 ttie lat-
est in histor,ically; olacl( colle 
giate athletics. 
2 MINUTE DRILL 
What Does It Take? Part 2 
By C\MILLF'. M. H ARVE\' 
Assistant Sports Hl>ek Editor 
I know you all missed me. I am back, but it's not all smiles. 
First, 1 would like to say congrarula1ions to Coach Frankie Allen 
for getting bis first win in bis Howard career. I know thnt for 
Allen, as well as the team, it was n great confidence booster. For 
me, ii was a personal victory. since I didn't see the victory that 
the team got in January. I though1 that I was the basketball team's 
personal jinx, since every game that I went to they lost. How-
ever, I am not their jinx because I was a1 the game on Saturday 
and they did win. 
Speaking of being at the game on Saturday, why does it seem 
that the officinls can't seem to make it to the games on time? What 
does it take?TI1ey were on time for the first exhibition game, but 
at the second one, they didn'1 show up until half time. Then, we 
had to delay the game for nt least 15 minutes because the refs 
were late. Refs, your job is to wear your uniform, run up and down 
the court and make calls-most of the time they are bad ones, (do 
you hear beat that rd with a bat in the background?). Granted, 
our team isn't the grea1es1, but they do deserve more respect than 
they are getting. I think that after Saturday's game, they are start-
ing to gain some respect from their peers on campus, but they 
still have some work to do to get respect from everyone else which 
would include the officials. 
I think that ii is bad for officials to be late to games. It's not 
like they didn't know that the game was coming up. Furthermore, 
it's not the job of anyone on campus to call the officials to remind 
them that they have a game to officiate. That's unprofessional 
and disrespectful. What can we, as a school, do to prevent this 
from happening? In the e\'ent that a team was late for a game, 
they would be warned and they could be in danger of forfeiting 
the season. Don't believe me, ask the team who didn't show up 
for an event last year because it was the same day as Home-
coming. Not to call anybody out, which I chink that I just did, 
but if that penalty can be enforced for teams, what can be done 
10 the officials who are late or just flat out forget? What does it 
cake? When you find out. let me know. 
On attother note, I would like to say congratulations to all stu-
dent-athletes who participated in fall spons this season. Although 
not all of you had good seasons. I know that most of you put forth 
a great effort. Can you all believe that we are gening ready for 
See 2 MINUTE DRILL. B2 
Williamson 
Selected 
Player of the 
Week 
Setting the Mark 
Howard Track and Field Teams Take Their Talents Inside in First 
Meet of the Season 
Compiled by Staff Reports 
Howard sophomore guard Ron 
Williamson was selected MEAC 
Player of the Week for the week of 
December 4. Williamson avemged 
23 points per game last week, 
including a 33-point performance in 
the Bison's victory over Virginia 
Military Institute last Saturday. 
Williamson followed with a 24-
point game against Hampton on 
Monday 10 lead his team in scoring 
for the second consecutive game. 
He shot 6-9 from 1hc three-point 
line and had three steals as the 
Bison lost to the Pirates, 82-7 1. 
By 0 F.NE\'St: KIRKPATRICK 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The guns are up and the races have begun. The Howard 
University men and women's indoor track teams opened their 
season on December 2, 2000 at the West Virginia Invita-
tional. The Bison finished third overall behind Marshall Uni-
versity and West Virginia University in theseven-1eam com-
petition. 
Heading the women's team this year is Coach Carmellia 
Shivers. while Michael Merritt coaches the men. Shivers 
expressed optimism for her te.1m. "We are going to do well, 
but we are still rebuilding," Shivers said. " I was very sur-
prised of whnl we accomplished. We are s1ill suffering from 
injuries, but hopefully the athletes will get back in lime and 
stay healthy." This year Merrill expects the team to, "step up 
Lady Bison Slam 
Hampton Pirates 
Gardner, Washington 
Combine for 40 
Second half points 
By BRANDON M. BICKERSTAFF 
Sports \\l>ek Editor 
In their first home game of the season, 
the Hampton Lady Pirates raised a ban-
ner commemorating last season's 
MEAC Tournament Championship. At 
one point. the banner fell, and so did the 
Lady Pirates. The Howard Lady Bison 
opened with a 14-4 run and ne\'er looked 
back as they defe.1tcd the Lady Pirates 
of Hampton Institute, 78-69 on Monday, 
December 4. 
Sparked by Asia Petty's three-point-
er to open the game, the Lady Bison 
went on an offensive tear led by 
sophomore center Andrea Gardner. 
Witb I 2:42 10 go in the opening half, 
Howard led 14-4. 
a three-pointer and two free throws to 
make the score 14-9. Despite the nm, 
Hampton shot terribly in the first half 
from bo1h the field (6-28) and the free 
throw line(l3-24).111anks largely toan 
effoctive defensh-e press, the Lady Bison 
took advantnge of Hampton's poor 
shooting, and by halftime found them-
selves up 34-26. 
Gardner and senior guard Chanell 
Washington put on an offensive show 
in the second half, combining for 40 of 
the Lady Bison's 44 points to seal the 
victory for Hownrd. Gardner scored 15 
of her 24 points in the second half. 
while Washington scored 25 of her 
game leading 28 in 1he same period. 
Gardner also finished with a game high 
13 rebounds. 
to a higher level of competition and take a challenge." 
A good number of Howard athletes performed well, plac-
ing high in their events. For the men, senior Michael Zipf 
placed second in the mile run, while Ngala Nganga placed 
third in the 5.000-meter event. Freshman Lance Gross nlso 
had a sirong performance placing second in the long jump. 
With their performances, all three men qualified for 1he 
MEAC Indoor Conference that will be held February 23-24, 
2001. 
Freshman Maya Cald,\ell placed first in the 800-meter run 
to earn the women's ot\ly conference berth so far 
Caldwell credits the team's success to a desire 10 perform 
well. "Due to the fact thal we've been working out with new 
coaches, everyone was excited to show improvement in 
Howard Track," Caldwell said. Though they did not qualify 
SeeMARK,B2 
Hampton's Bridget Phillips (16 points, 
four steals) single-handedly cut 1he Lady 
Bison lead in half as she connected on 
Howard led by as many as 15 in a 
game that could have been closer than 
it ended. With 27 seconds left in the 
game, Lynetta Sullivan blew a layup 
that would have cut the Bison lead to 
seven. After collecting a rebound off of 
Lashondra Dixon's missed three-point 
aucmpt with three seconds remaining, 
Necka Lancaster missed two more free 
See LADY BISON, B2 
l'h<l,,o by Mori< Coleman 
S,nior a,ancll \\llshington sron'Cl 2S points in ll1<>sccoc1d half to help tht-L.11dy llison def en I 
the I-lam peon t.ody l>:irntt.'5 78,.69 in J-L'l.rupton·s honle opener. 
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Swimmer Heats Up the Pool Bison gain first win of the 
· r-----------, season, end losing streak 
Indoor track 
and field 
season gets 
underway 
By JODI R EID 
Hilllop Staff Writer 
, Junior computer science major Afolabi Adeleke-Adedoyin 
; has a term he uses to describe his training for swimming 
; competition. "More fire," according to Adedoyin, means to 
; turn up the heat. and smoke all competition. 
' Adedoyin is in his first semester at Howard University. The 
, 19-year-old transfer student from a community college in 
; Atlanta, GA is a native of Nigeria. It was in Nigeria that 
; Adedoyin first learned to swim. 
: "(My mother) put me in the pool," said Adedoyin. ''When 
; I was six years old someone had tried to drown me. It was 
; then that I really wanted to learn the skills of swimming." 
: At !he age of eleven, Adedoyin represented his country 
; of Nigeria in the International Swimming Age Group 
; Competition in Germany. After spending two years out of 
, competition, Adedoyin came 10 Howard to bring "more 
' fire" 10 the 50 and I 00-meter freestyle events. 
-
Adedoyin's goal is to swim 19 seconds in the 50.meter 
free. That time will place him among the top ranked in the 
: NCAA. Adedoyin notes the differences between swimming 
' in Nigeria and swimming in America. 
·'J'hc training is not as intense in Nigeria," Adedoyin said. 
: "We trained in a 50-meter pool, which is half the size of 
the training pools tn America." 
Adedoyin went on to add. 'There are more competitors. 
' I ended up missing my first race in the finals because I did 
: not know it had begun so soon. I was very disappointed." 
This season is Adedoyin's first competing on !he colic• 
, giate level. "It b very hard balancing academics and ath• 
letics. but hey, life is a struggle," said Adedoyin. ln a quote 
: from Frederick Douglass, Adedoyin added, "Without slrug-
gle there is no progress.'' 
Photo courtesy of HoYoanl Sport:\ lnt'.hrnution 
Junior s"'immer Afolabi Adclckc• \dtdO) in hrings heat 10 the 
Howard SharJu;• s"imming and diving team. 
software development. Adedoyin plans to progress in the future by training for 
the 2004 Olympics 10 be held in Greece and the 2004 All-
African Games set 10 take place in Nigeria. He also would 
like to take up a career in computer programming and or 
Adedoyin has another year left at Howard University 10 
bring "more fire" to his competition and more success 10 
Howard's program. 
Bison Fall to Old Dominion 
. Old Dominion defeat Bison as wrestling season gets underway. 
Compiled from Staff Reports 
The Old Dominion University wrestling team picked up 
their first dual meet win of !he season with a 24- 15 win 
over Howard on December 2. With 1he win, Old Domin-
ion starts the season at 1-0 while the Bison fall 10 0- 1. 
straight pins for a 15-3 lead. Sophomore Jncob Calrus 
pinned Brandon Hogan m 165. and junior Jeff Rusak 
pinned Milton Yates in the 184 match. It was the fifth pin 
of the season for Rusak. who is ranked 14th in the coun• 
try at 174. 
Howard's Derek Butts defeated Wan Kanthula 11 ·6 at 
I 33. James Blanton scored Howard's only pin of the 
afternoon over Greg Hill in four minutes and 38 seconds 
at 197. Heavyweight Adrian Thompson won a 7-2 match 
over Darrell Lorthridge. 
Defending CAA Champion Dennis Whitby got !he Mon• 
archs started on the right foot with a 5-0 win over Aron 
Carter in the first match of the afternoon in the 149-pound 
weight class. After Howard tied the match with an Ephraim 
Walker victory at I 57, Old Dominion reeled off two 
Lady Bison 
·avenge tour-
nament loss 
From LADY BISON, BI 
throw~ for Hampton. Nicole Brath· 
waite missed two more free throws 
with one second remaining to con-
1inue Hampton's abysmal night from 
the line. Hampton shot a miserable 
12-21 from the line in the second half, 
,whi le the Bison shot 16-19. 
Junior center Yetta Enobakhare 
,came off the bench to contribute 11 
rebound, and five blocks to the Lady 
Bison's victory. 
Dixon led her team with 23 points 
( 10-12 FT), and five assists. Phillips 
followed her with I 6 points and four 
steals. and Koren Merchant added 12. 
, Howard's victory avenged a loss 10 
.the Lady Pirates in the semi-final 
round of last year's Mid-Eastern Ath• 
letic Conference tournament. The 
Lady Pirates wcn1 on 10 earn a 
NCAA Tournament berth where !hey 
were crushed by the University of 
Connecticut in the opening round. In 
the preseason, Howard was selected 
10 finish second in the regular season 
behind Hampton b)' the coaches and 
sports information directors in the 
MEAC. The Sports Week staff select• 
ed Howard as the regular season 
champion. 
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THE EXTRA 
POINT 
By BRANDON M. BICKERSTAFF 
Sports Week Editor 
THE BISON FINALLY GOT A VICTORY. 
Normally I have no problem with blasting 
teams for their poor performances, but I made 
a special exception in the case of the men's 
basketball tearn. Who can blame them for their aby,mal sea.son last year? The 
team played the greater part of the season virtually without a head coach. It\ 
a wonder they defeated North Caroli na A&T. 
However. that was last year, and since I am not one who likes 10 dwell on the 
past, I look forward 10 big things from the Bison this season. Don't get me 
wrong, I am not looking 10 hang any championship banners in the Burr just 
yet. I am looking forward to a finish higher than last place. however. and the 
Bison have the tools 10 give me what I want. 
The key 10 any team's success lies first and foremost in the hands of the coach-
ing staff, and the Bison have a good one in Head Coach Frankie Allen. 
Allen has brought discipline to this young Bison team that lacked it all last 
season. Thanks largely to Allen·s no-nonsense coaching style. the Bison have 
learned to play a more controlled. poised game lhan in previous seasons. They 
have become more patient on offense and more aggressive on defense. The team 
is stock-piled with talented guards. and Allen has milized the asset to the best 
of his ability. The slash-and-cut style of play shown by guards Ali Abdullah 
and Jonathan Stokes helps to set up the open jumper. It's not ingenius. but it 
works for this Bison squad. 
Far more important than any strntegy a coach can come up wi1h is his abili• 
1y 10 bring out the most in his players. Sophomore guard Ron "Silent Assas• 
sin'' Williamson is a prime example of this. Williamson has performed tremen-
dously so far this season. He single-handedly sealed the Bison victory over 
Virginia Military Institute on December 2. His 33-point, nine rebound perfor-
mance helped !he tean1 to win its first game in 329 days. After watching 
Williamson last year. I would have never thought he would be the team's go• 
10 guy in the final seconds of a game. Williamson had a na,ty habit of 1urn• 
ing over the ball with just seconds left on the clock ,ind the Sison making a 
run. I once 1ou1ed Williamson as inconsistent and s1rc,iky. However, something 
special happened over the summer. and Williamson matured into a decent play-
er . 
Williamson is not the only player 10 impress me so far this season. Sopho-
more forward Darren Kennedy will contribute incredibly to the Bison this sea-
son. He also provides a bit more size in a Bison front court that has been over-
powered in recent games. In fact, the front court wi II be the Bison's main 
weakness this season. Even that can not be blamed on !he team. Allen was hired 
after the main recruitment period at the end of the year. leaving him virtually 
powerless in his plight to bring in more quality big men. Freshman forward 
Ronald Miller out of Oxon Hill. MO will be something special once he matures 
and learns to stay out of foul trouble. 
Overall. this season will be one of change. Gone are the days of mediocrity 
in the men's basketball program. Who knows. l might even go 10 the games to 
watch more than the Bisonettes this year. Only time will tell . 
8m11do11 M. Bickerstaff is a junior prilll joumalism major and Sports\Veek E,/i1or. at 
clarkke111008@ho1111ail.co111. 
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Be Heard ... 
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Wi1h I :07 left Ill the gan1e. VMI 
freshman guard Daron Pressley ( 11 
poinL,, throe ;t"i,ts) hit a three-point• 
er that ued the imme tor the ,e,cnth 
t 1me at 83. With 55 second, rem,iin• 
111g, Stoke, scored on a lay-up 10 put 
Howard up 85-83. Willo:unson 1hen 
iced 1he g,m1c, going 5-6 from 1he 
free throw line in the final seconds. 
Willbmson finrshcd the mght 13-14 
from the line as the Bison team shot 
an impressive 32-37. 
''This win helps everyone's confi• 
dence a lot," said Williamson. "After 
the lost 10 Quinnipiac we knew that 
we had 10 come together and play 
hard.'t From MARK, BI 
"(This win) is good for team con-
fidence," s.ud Allen. "Now we know 
Ihm we can win down !he stretch." 
for Conference competition. other 
Bison also had exceptional perfor-
mances. Oliver David and Chris 
Ezell finished first and second in the 
60-meter high hurdles, re,pectively. 
Scon Graves fmished third in the 
long jump. while Jumanne Ben• 
jamnin and Jahmal Corley finished 
second and third in !he 500-meter 
run. respectively. 
VMI Head Coach Bart Bellairs 
was very impressed with the Bison 
guard play. 
.. Adversity molds us into ~ome-
thing gn:::u ... thcse guys worked hard 
and played w,tl1 pride m1d de1erm1-
na1io11." s.ud !lead Coach fr.in~,e 
.f\llen. 
'They made bigger plays at the end 
of the ganie with their guard pene-
tration. free throws, and steals.'' said 
Bellairs. 
VMI freshman Radee Skipworth 
also contributed 17 points and five 
rebounds in the losing efforl. 
For the women, freshman Krystal 
Perkins fini,hed second m !he 800-
meter run. Phrukso Collons finished 
third in the 60-meter dash, and 
Rrum.i Bethany placed third in !he 
400-meter run. The Bison will traV· 
el to Navy for their next meet on 
December 9, 2000. 
Now that the Bison nave finally 
broken their 23-gamc losing streak. 
pcrl1ap, this will be the beginning of 
a new ba,ketball 1r-Jd11ion at How-..rd: 
The Howard victory comes after a 
57-74 loss to VMJ on November 29 
at Cameron Hall. TIie Bison's record 
improved to 1-5 after !he win. 
Winning. 
Sharks· Finish in Top 15 
at Patriot Invitational 
Bison show strong 
effort at George 
Mason Invitational 
By c,"11.1.1-: ll'l. HA11.vt: \· 
Assistant Sports \ltlek Editor 
The Sharks and Lady Sharks traveled to Virginia last 
weekend 10 par1.icipme in the first Patriot Invitational host• 
ed by Geo(l;e Mason University. The event plans 10 be an 
annual one. Particip;mt, in the meet included Washington 
State University. Ohio University. Bo,ton College. Colum-
bia University. Georgetown. University of Buffalo. Old 
Dominion Univer,ity. St. Franc" Uni-,rsity. Xav,er Uni-
versil): and George Mason University. 
The Sharks and Lady Sharks made !heir presence known. 
especially in the 100-yard freestyle. 50-yard freestyle and 
the I 00-yard butterfly, as well as !he relays. 
The Lady Sharks got off 10 a good start in the 200-yarcl 
free,tyle relay. 11ie •"A" relay tean1 consisted of Miriam 
Lynch, Ngozi Monu, Nicola Fenty :md Casilda Trotter. 
11,ey finished 11 th overall with a time of I :40:75. 
The "B'' 1earn. "hich consisted of Danielle Wilson. 
Edith Rickeu. Angelique Dioz. and Jilandre ..\1kin,on. lin• 
bhed with a time of 1:45.67 and 2~nd overall. 
In the 400 yard Medley relay. the "A" team. Troller. 
Lynch, Diaz and Monu finished 14th with a time of 
4:10.05. while !he "B" team. Fenty. Rickeu. Wilson. and 
Atkinson finished 24th with a time of 1:36.92. 
For the Sharks. !he "A'' team in !he 200-yard freestyle 
relay finished 2nd with a time of I :26. IO. That team con• 
sisted of Afalabi Adeleke-Adedoyin, Olufolahan (Lubo) 
Oluwole, Charle~ Washington. and Nuri Latham. 
1lie "B" team finished las1 with a tlmcof I :37.48. Members 
of that relay team included men's captains Salim King and Dou· 
gins Harris along with James Greer and fre.hman Donte' Cole· 
man. This was Coleman's first meet of the sea.50n_ 
The "A" team of the 400 yard Medley relay team, Lubo, 
Harris. W.oshington and Afalabi finished 5th with a time 
of3:37. 14. while the "B" team, King. Latham. Coleman, 
and Greer finished last with a tinie of 4: 13.35. 
In terms of individual events, members of both teams 
improved or, personal best times. howel'er for !he most part 
the 1ean1 was outnumbered and overpowered. 
In the 50-yard freestyle. ClL,ilda Trotter fini,hed I 2lh over-
all with a time of 24.99 while Monu tini,hed with a time 
of25.32 ru1d 21st. Forthe men, Afalabi finished 2nd with 
a time of2l.25, a vast improvement in his previous times 
this semester. Latham finished 8th with a time of 22.02. 
Junior Charles Washington finished first in the 100-yard 
butterfly with a time of 51.85. This was Howard's only first 
place finish this weekend. Afalabialsoswamlhe 100-yard 
butterfly and finished with a time of 55.02. 
Lynch swam the 100-yard breas1str0ke and finished with 
a time of l :J0.14. Tro11cr. in the J()().yanJ oackstr0ke 
placed 6th with:uimcof59.38. lnthe /OOyardb,tekstroke. 
Lubo finished I llh with a lime of 55.05. Afa\abi. placed 
4th in the I 00-yard freestyle w11h a time of 47.43. anoth· 
er va.,t improvement from the beginning of !he year. 
Overall, the women's team finished 12th while the men's 
team finished 8th. 
What does it take? 
From 2 .MINUTE DRILL, BI 
spring? I can't beliel'e that my senior )ear is going by ,o fo,1. It seem, IO me thm 1h111g, are just flying by right 
before my eyes. Before I know it. I'll be ou1 do,ng my thing like another sports journalists before me. Trust that 
before 1he year is over. I will ha,• sa,tl something that someone didn·1 like. something that someone loved, some-
thing that someone didn'1 understand. but Ol'erall I will have said something that wa, true. 
Cami fl,, Ht1r\'ey ,s a Je11iar broadc,~sl jcmnwli.\m nwjor cmd Asii .ttllnl Sports \\~ek Ecli1nr. 
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LIFE & STYLE • 
~Bagger Vance' Lacks 
HU Student Appeal 
By V1V1ANNB ORJI 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Grade: C 
After watching a sneak preview of the movie 
"The Legend of Bagger Vance," most of 1he stu-
denls 1hat anended the show were disappoin1ed 
while 01hers actually enjoyed ii. It wasn't a bad 
movie, bu1 ii did nol have any substance.The 
movie was se1 againsl the backdrop of a golf 1our-
namen1 in I 930's Georgia where a while disillu-
sioned war hero. Capl. Rannulph Junah (Mall 
Damon). reluc1an1ly agrees 10 play in .. golf tour-
nament He finds the game fu1ile until his caddie, 
Bagger Vance (Will Smilh). teaches him lhe secret 
of the au1hen1ic golf stroke. 
The film is full of unbelievable moments. 
Although suspension of disbelief is an importan1 
part of watching any film. this one pushes the lim-
its. We have a character scarred by war thal nei-
ther explains his s1ory nor comes 10 terms wilh it. 
We have a boy a1 odds with his folher, and lhe two 
never have a meaningful conversa1ion but just 
miraculously appear to be reuniled. We have a girl 
left to wail 1en years for her man, who simply wel-
comes him back withoul ever speaking her mind 
or seeking retribution. Even 1he framing sequence 
is wi1hou1 substance. None of 1he stories are 
resolved wi1h any satisfac1ion, although all are 
glossed over 10 make for a happy ending. 
Finally, 1he actors are sirong. bu1 do not seem 10 
fi t their roles. Charlize Theron's accent is awkward. 
Matt Damon has trouble pulling off drunk nod 
jaded and Will Smith is implausible as lhe sage 
mentor. Most people wanl to see Will Smith in an 
~ct ion or suspense movie. The young boy and the 
1wo competing golfers fill the best roles, but none 
of them are wri11en with any great depth. In the 
end, the lesson to be learned is that any being can 
master any challenge and find meaning in life. The 
movie is about golf with some romantic scenes. 
in1ense drama. and a few hilarious jokes. Believe 
ii or nol. I enjoyed it a bit, but I was disappointed 
at the fact that there could have been more. So far. 
1he ratings for this movie have not been high and 
comments from viewers have not been the best I 
personally rate this movie a 'C' and advise you to 
do yourself a favor and wail for the video ven;ion. 
Technology Travels to a 
New Stage with T900 
By L OUGBNIA BAILEY 
Hilltop Staff Wri1er 
If you've e\'er wanted to send a message without 
saying a word. the Motorola Talkabout T900 is the 
product for you. It's not another cell phone or 
hand-held computer, it's a 1wo-way pager and i1's 
changing the way people on the go are communi-
cating. With lhe Thlkabout, you can not only send 
and receive email; you can talk with anyone who 
has a pager, any olher wireless device with email 
capabilities, or any ln1ernet e-mail address. Bes1 
of all lhe Thlkabout offers its user lhe ability to send 
and receive messages without speaking. 
Not only does the 1'900 instantly send and 
receive text messages. it can get personalized 
information from the Internet, turn off during 
times that are pre-set by ils user, and store mes-
sages when 1he pager isn't on. Its features includ-
ing backlighting for the keyboard, so that the 
pager can be use in dim lighting and I 3 alert 
options including a vibra1ing alen. The T900 mea-
sures 3. I 9 x 2.15 x 0.09-inches and comes in four 
different colors: aqua and raspberry ice, mystic 
blue, and opaque black. 
The Motorola Talkabout 1'900 debuted on the 
market in June of this year. The Howard Univer-
sity Bookstore has had the pager in stock since 
July. While lhe Motorola press release of lhe T900 
estimated i1s retail price at $200, the price for 1he 
pager at lhe HUB was$179.95 wilhan $80 rebate 
offered by Mo1orola, which expired on October 31. 
2000. However. Orlando Littlejohn. the market-
ing and merchandise supervisor at the Howard 
Universi1y Bookstore, plans to reduce the price of 
the pager to somewhere between $159 and $ 169 
since the opportunity for the rebate has passed. 
While many cell phone users don't see the need 
for owning such a device. Littlejohn, an owner of 
a 1'900. admits he prefers lhe 2-way pager over his 
cell phone. He even stopped using his cell phone 
because his pager was so convenient With month-
ly service plans that slart off at $11.95, Liulejohn 
admits 1hat the main difference between his T900 
and his c~II phone is the monthly bill. His month-
ly service bill is $13 on the average. 
While some praise the new pager and its 
improvements, there have been reported prob-
lems wi1h the device. Littlejohn had one incident 
when he sat on the pager and had 10 have ii 
replaced. Malcolm Cornish, another owner, felt 
that the pager may not be as all encompassing as 
it appears. ''lbe key pad is small. so it may be hard 
for people with big hands 10 type a message quick-
ly," he said. 
Cornish uses his pager for business purposes. bu1 
the majority of stud~nts in1erviewed admi11ed 1hey 
use their pagers for conversation. However with 
pitches like, "dish the dirt." and. "be a Oirt." i1 is 
clear the pager isn·1 being promoted as a business 
tool. Erica Hubbard. live-year owner of a oell 
phone, says she doesn't need the pager. The main 
a11rac1ion to the pager for her is the fact lhat she. 
"can receive ,1 message and no one will know." Isa-
iah Morrisey, who has owned the pager for a week. 
says he bought the pager simply because he likes, 
•'cool gadge1s." 
Lilllejohn says tha1 he has seen students wi1h 1he 
pager, bu1 has not sold many at the bookstore. Siu-
dents like Hubbard didn't even know lhe bookstore 
sold the pager. She admits lhat she is interested 
in buying one, but she doesn't really need it. 
Entertainment Briefs 
-
By BRANDON A. M ILLER 
Hilltop S1aff Writer 
In just a month, Atlanta duo Ou1Kast has surpassed the sales of their 1998 effort "Aquemini" with 
their new album "Stankonia." The album is already certified double platinum, a feat that took 
"Aquemini" several mon1hs 10 accomplish. The next single from the album "So Fresh. So Clean" 
will be released a1 the end of January. 
Now thal it seems everyone is making a licensing deal with some on-line music company. Tommy 
Boy Music has gotten on 1he bandwagon and signed a deal wilh MP3.com to license its music cata-
log for the online company's digital locker service. MP3.com has made licensing deals with five 
major labels - Sony Music, EMI. BMG Entertainment. Warner Music Group, and Universal Music 
Group 
Death Row records continues 10 haunt their former anist, Snoop Dogg. They recently made Snoop 
Dogg's upcoming No Limit release ''lbe Last Meal" available for download on 1he Death Row 
website. A few months ago they released "Dead Man Walking", an album fea1uring numerous 
unreleased tracks while Snoop was on Dea1h Row. 
Rapper Eminem definitely knows lhe saying "Mo Money, Mo Problems" is true. His molher, Deb-
bie Mathers-Briggs, is answering her son's public disses with her own EP cn1i1led ID-X. The EP is 
a lhree song project lhat also fea1ures Lamar Weeden and singer Jerome Frost. 
Afler weeks of fleeing lhe police. 0 1 Dir1y Bastard was arrested in a McDonald's in Philadelphia. 
ODB fled a rehabilitation center in Cali fornia about a month ago. While still a fugitive. he 
appeared on stage with lhe Wu-'lhng Clan in NYC no more than a week before his arrest for a sur-
prise performance. He will be held wilhout bai l in a Philadelphia jail until he is extradited to New 
York or California. 
FINAL THOUGHTS ................... . 
1. IS IT US, OR WAS THIS SEMESTER JUST A BLUR? 
2. WHAT EXACTLY IS "TWIRKING"? 
3. IS CLARENCE THOMAS A JUDGE OR BENCH 
FIXTURE? 
Bado Takes Out All Doubters 
With Newly Released 'Gun' LP 
By J ONATHAN C. $IMS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
With fans still singing "Tyrone." Erykah 
Badu returns with her third album after a 
three-year absence. "I take on rc,pon>1-
bili1y, I hide mrdf from no one I'm on 
my path warriors walk alone I won'• let 
my focus change taking out 1he demon, 
in my range. that's mama', gun," Erykah 
Badu said. Since her last album, fans 
have caught her on compilation, like 
Guru's Street Soul's "Plenty" and lasi 
year's summer anthem and Gmmmy win-
ning smash "You gol Me" with the Rools. 
she now pulls 1he 1riggcr in "Mama's 
Gun" to shool oul all negativi1y. 
As Badu said in an earlier 1n1erv1~w. "I 
didn't reinvent myself. I JUSt g,cw.'' to 
explain lhe dtffenm1 sound of "Gun" 
Her latest release. "Bag Lady" brought 
the new sound to listeners this summer 
hilling the radios warning women with 
emo1ional baggage to "pack light." The 
album begins with the social conscious 
rockesque ode "Peni1entiary Philosophy" 
where Badu whispers "Why won'1 they 
s1op?" and 1hen a blast of guitars hils 1he 
track and asks. "Why ca.11 we get along?" 
This song which seem, simple by the ti lie 
aciually depic1s the story of what i1's like 
10 be a woman m 1hc en1ertainment hu,i 
ness. On a more personal and revealing 
song, Badu pull, off wilh 1he self-intro-
speclion of herself with "My Life". 
"My life sho,11 hasn't been easy" Badu 
said, "no turning back." Just out of a 
rocky relationship with the flashy half of 
Outkast. Dre. which spawned her son 
Seven. Badu gives more of hen;elf with 
"My Life". Another personal 10 Badu on 
"Gun" is 1he iune of "Cleva." 
•This is how I look wi1hou1 makeup," 
Badu sings as she gives lislener;, a raw 
look at her life. She describes herself in 
the song. which simply gives fans ,1 rea-
son to know why Badu " so confident 
Only wearing a "seven dollar dress" and 
ha\'ing a "pol belly" Badu is s1ill able to 
a11rac1 auention because she says she is 
as the title says, "Cle\'a." 
On "Boo1y" Erykah ;,hows us her lighter 
side playing the "other chic" with great 
humor. Using lhe line "You got a Ph.D. 
magna cum laude but ya ni&•a love me 
with a GED." Badu said. She shows us 
1h,11 through all 1he depth in her head wrap 
she can he a comedian also. Anolher 
thing that Erykah brings in Gun would be 
the cross ,wer from Baduizrn with lhe per-
sonul sequel to the song. which launched 
her super ,tar status. In " ... & On" the 
aftermath of96\ "On & On" Badu ash 
a good question "Whal good do your 
words do if they can't understand you?" 
This self proclaimed "gypsy" iakes her 
firsl shot with this song. 
While 1he prior songs were more fast-
paced Badu gets back to her simple soul-
ful style with the rest of 1hc songs of lhe 
album. In "AD 2000," ,he sings accom-
panied by a band abou1 how 1he world has 
changed. "Orange Moon" b probably 1he 
most special song 10 Badu since it is a 
dedication 10 her son Seven. A slow 
jaay track. which takes 1he skills ofkey-
boardbt Shaun Martin, Badu expresses 
about how great God is for giving her 
Seven. "Green Eye," is the last song on 
the album. Telling her ex that "my eyes 
are green because I eat a 101 of vegetables" 
Badu assures 1hat she is not 1he jealous 
type because. "ii don·1 have nothing to 
with your new friend." The I Omin and 4 
seconds of the song is sure to delight 
Badu fan,. The very intere,ting thing 
;1bou1 "Green Eyes" is she blends three 
different styles into one pc.'rfectly. 
The two highligh1s of1he "Gun" would 
be Badu's s1ar duet with S1ephen Marley 
in "In Love With You." This is probably 
one of the strongl!>t songs on 1he albums. 
The passion Badu and Marley display is 
reminiscent to Lauryn Hill's and D' Ange-
10·, in 98's "Notl1ing Even Matters." And 
the other song which really show, us 
Badu would be "fime·, a Wast in," where 
Badu warns black men to n...:apture them-
selves. She spills advice for black men 
10 "breaihe bab)', teach the bo) sand girk. 
boy don't let your focus change, learn 
from your pnst." Badu deli\'en; on this 
song to sa\'e ~ociety, as we know it. 
For 1ho,e that doubted 1ha1 Badu could 
do it again they were righl. She didn'1 do 
it again; she did something totally foreign 
to the music world. She gave bir1h 10 a 
style on this album that will be hard for 
her other followers 10 copy. One of 1he 
most awailed albums 1his year has final-
ly been deli vcred and is worth lhe wail. 
Badu pul her soul into lhis album and per-
sona II y it .can·1 be seen us another 
"Baduizm" because she testifies abol.tt 
every1hing from insecurilies to 1he siate 
of Black. America. All thal can bc said 
is. "Mama's Gun" is loaded and ready. so 
you be11er wa1ch out. 
Carrey Steals Christmas in 'Grinch' 
By Juut: J. SUM)IERS 
Hilltop Slaff Writer 
Grade: B 
Based on Dr. Seuss book "How the 
Grinch Stole Chris1mas," narra1or Antho-
nyHopkins tells the s10ry with rhyming 
quotes from the book on how "The 
Grinch," (Jim Carrey) tries to kill Christ-
mas and how his predecessor an inquir-
ing little girl Cindy Lo Who, (Tuylor 
Momsen) is determined 1hat 1he Grinch 
is the key asset to a perfecl Christmas. 
The slory takes place in the small 1own 
of Whoville where all the Whos live full 
of Chris1mas cheer year round wilh 
Christmas 1rees. lights. and colors. How-
ever. 1he Grinch resides at Mt. Crumpit 
wilh his dog Max. along with sour milk. 
crawling socks. and plenty of loud noise 
making machines 10 drown oul all lhe 
unwanted pleasant sounds of Chri,1mas. 
While on a rou1ine trip through his trav-
e l machine. a long twisty tunnel 1ha1 con-
nects Mt. Crumpit 10 Whovillc, the 
Grinch accidentally bumps into Cindy Lo 
Who. Who is the daughter of a pos1man 
and the Grinch is purposely on-distribut-
ing presents in the mailroom. She some-
how gets tossed into the present com-
pre.sor machine and is unable to climb 
out leaving the Grinch with an extra bile 
in the pants from Max 10 save her. 
After his delayed re_,cue, Cindy Lo eas-
ily decides thal even the Grinch must 
possibly have a heart too. Therefore. her 
mission for 1his Chris1mas will be to 
restore lhe Grinch's shrinking heart back 
to its full-grown original size. The Grinch 
even has a machine specifically made for 
measuring 1hc size of his hear I. so he can 
wa1ch ii grow smaller and smaller until ii 
is gone. 
While on her mission she in1erviews 1he 
people ofWhoville including the Grinch's 
parents. former classmates. and former 
crush Manha May Who. Af1er learning 
about the childhood taunts due to his 
abnormal green skin color and fury face 
wi1h an attempted shave lhe Grinch is dri-
ven away inlo loneliness and decides 10 
nc,cr reiurn 10 Whoville again. 
However. Just the mention of the name 
Grinch gets the whole happy co;iume 
dressed town's atlention and when Cindy 
Lo nontina1es 1he Grinch for Whoville's 
annual Chris1mas award ins1ead of Mr. 
Mayor Who. all of Whoville wants to 
know. why? Why not she says, no one 
should be alone on Christmas right? 
Wrong. After a serie.s of clever s1unts. the 
Grinch fails and she somehow manages 
10 persuade him to a11end lhe ceremony 
and receive his overdue award. 
After blasting our of his travel machine 
and acciden1ally landing on the comfort-
ing cushions of Mury Lou Who he stirs 
up an nninviting challenge wi1h the 
Mayor who is also her boyfriend. 
Although the Grinch wins the award. he 
is unable to win Whoville's heart. Leav-
ing wilh hurl feeling once again he 
decides to kill Chrislmas forever. 
Christmas Eve i;, revenge time for the 
Grinch when he ,teals all of the 1own·s 
presents and Christmas adornments and 
the town awakes wilh nothing. Of course 
the blame is placed on Cindy Lo. but 
quickly reversed when ironically 1be 
Grinch and their missing presents caus-
es them to realize what Chrislmas is real-
ly about. 
Overall, 1his movie is for children. Even 
!hough Carey displayed excellent comedic 
acling '" expected 1he Grinch wasn't as 
scary as anticipated. However. as in all 
children's movies there is always the 
moral 10 the story: the Grinch couldn'1 
steal Christmas because it was already 
gone. until he s1olc the presents which 
re1urned Whovillc's heart toils true mean-
ing. 
B4 
President Unveils $2.1 
Billion Relief Plan 
During HU Visit 
From CLINTON, Al 
campaign is aimed 10 improve 
IJlale awareness of disas1ers of sex 
wi1hou1 a condom. 
Clinton s1ressed 1ha1 the war 
against AlDS in 1he United States is 
<>ngoing. 
' ''The figh1 against AIDS in 1he 
1Jni1ed States and the fighl abroad 
has much in common," Clinton said. 
•
1 We need 10 understand the palterns 
of infeclion in the US are now near 
1hose found elsewhere." 
He said the burden of AlOS in 
the Uni1ed States and around the 
world falls on "women. the young 
people, poor people and people of 
color," often. Clinlon said 1he 
pa1ien1s help make 1he AlDS efforrs 
in the United S1a1es and overseas 
more ·• alike than different. bolh 
practically and morally." 
• Belinda Dunn has been near death 
1wicc. Dunn, a Boston native, is 
effected wilh Hepalilis C and AIDS. 
A recovering drug addicl, Dunn said 
she has been able 10 bounce back 
from !he near-dealh experiences wirh 
1reatmen1 she received because of 
Clin1on-adminis1ered legisla1ion !hat 
made medicine·available 10 1he poor. 
Dunn said because of the 1rea1men1 
she has been able 10" be a full found• 
ed person." 
"I an1 an epidemic woman," Dunn 
said 10 !hose at Rankin Chapel. "We 
(AIDS pa1ien1s) have learned that 
people living wilh HN are part of lhe 
solution and not 1he problem." Dunn 
1hen tearfully credited the Clinton 
adminis1ra1ion for saving her life. 
University President, H. Patrick 
Swygert rei1era1ed Howard Univer-
sity's commitment 10 fighting the 
disease. "At Howard we are fully 
engaged in the fight against AIDS," 
he said. " We are engaged, have 
been engaged and still will be 
engaged." 
Health Sciences and Law Libraries 
Slated to Open in Early Spring 
From LIBRARIES, A I 
was originally from Shaker 
Heights. Ohio. Stokes played an 
active role in health rela1ed issues in 
Congress. He was elec1ed 10 the 91 SI 
Congress, November 5, 1968 and 
reelected to each succeeding Con-
gress. Stokes was also a member of 
the Comminee on Approprialions. 
Subcomminee on Labor. Health and 
Human Services and Education in !he 
District 
The Heallh Sciences Library .. nd 
1he new Law Library cos! an excess 
of $38 million. The new law library 
is also sel 10 open in Spring 200 I. 
hilltop. howard. edu 
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THE MIDDLE EAST CONFLICT 
CONTINUED FROM AS 
One of !he main posrula1es of psychoanaly1ic 
theory is 1ha1 a person's behavior is mo1iva1ed 
largely by underlying psychological forces of 
which he is nor consciously aware. Psychody• 
namic theorists would perhaps view 1he Middle 
East situation as a popula1ion not only reacting to 
external factors of deprivation of land and human-
ity. bul also shaped by unconscious wishes, fan-
tasies, defenses and moral imperalives. Thus, i1 
can be hypothesized 1ha1 while Yasser Arafa1 and 
Israeli Prime Minis1cr Ehud Barak persis1en1ly 
verbalize 1heir intentions of wanting 1bo peace 
talks 10 be conrin:ied, 1hey unconsciously desire 
the war 10 continue. These id impulses drive them 
towards instant self-gra1ifica1ion of nor being 
defeated. Their superego. which is their con-
science, which forbids and judges their actions. 
has over lhe cenluries been plagued wilh warlike 
experiences. Their ego, which consists of !heir 
morals and elhical values, are founded on the 
Muslim religion that reinforces the Jihad doctrine 
in conflict resolurion. This interaction of 1he id, 
super-ego and ego becomes particularly helpful 
in unders1anding the dep1h of the commi1ment of 
the leaders of 1he Middle Eas1 10 end 1he conJlic1. 
The Middle Eas1 is a paranoid gencralion, as the 
Arabs, Jews and Chris1ians alike dis1rus1 each 
other and are suspicious of the others· motives. 
They are ever on guard and cau1ious and seeing 
threat~ everywhere. They persisten1ly bear 
grudges, are argumentalive. rigid and blame olh· 
ers for the things Iha! go wrong in their re,pec-
rive na1ions. 
Bchaviorial theorists would posil thal 1he wars 
have continued over several centuries because the 
citizens have been condi1ioned to respond in that 
manner in limes of conflict One might argue lha1 
1he violent dea1h of 1heir ci1izens should be per• 
ceived as negative reinforcemenl and deter them 
from further violence and warlike behaviors. The 
answer is a categorical NO because the Islamic 
cuhure which espoused "an eye for an eye and a 
100th for a 1ooth" mighl be a contributing factor 
1owards 1he escala1ion of the conflict. The Jihad 
war is regarded as a holy war thal leads its vic-
1ims 10 Allah and Prophel Mohammed in heaven. 
In explaining 1he de,•elopmenl of personality 
charac1eris1ics and social behavior. social learn-
ing 1heoris1s postulate 1ha1 learning takes place 
1hrough a human·s ability 10 obsecve and imitale 
the behaviors of others and acquire 1hem vicari-
ously (Longress, 1999, p. 440). In 1his regard, i1 
is reasonable to assume that 1he citiiens of 1he 
Middle East have over genera1ions learned 10 
solve problem using slones, weapons and arson 
through a p ocess of modeling or imitation. Is ii 
then possible for them 10 unlearn whal has been 
learned over centuries? 
The experiences of Mini Ash an American-born 
peace advoca1e who ha, been in Israel for 20 years 
and devo1ed much of her lime 10 coexislence pro-
jects. discussion and education groups of Jews and 
Arabs who 1hrash ou1 problems and perspectives 
provides an insighl. "I doubt some of the ideals 
tha1 guided me," she s1a1ed. "People arc saying, 
[ 1old you ,o. Even in lhe bes! of rimes. when I 
1ell people wha1 I do rhey laugh and say I'm naive 
and this won'! help. I argue and say we're trying• 
10 work at the grass roo1s level. Bur there is this 
big gap between whar's going on and what we' 
have been ttying 10 do, ii all seems so fu1ile in a, 
way" (Hockstader, 2000). Has !he process of' 
communi1y empowernement through education 
and working at the grass roo1s level proven irrel-
evant in changing !he behaviors of ciriiens of the 
Middle Eas1? 
Will the social work popular behavioral-cogni-
1ive technique of ecogni1ive restructuring be of; 
any help 1owards changing those au1oma1ic , 
1hough1s of the citizens such as; "I mus1 return to 
the land of my forefathers." 
It is reasonable to assume !hat over !he centuries , 
!he citizens, man, woman, children, young and old 1 
alike have been socialized to an environment of vio-
lence. hostitil)( hatred, wars, rumors of wars. bombs, '. 
bomb scares and hatred. Consciously and subcon- ' 
sciously !he people have internalized lhese ele-
men1s as a culture of life. Gi\-en !he currenr state of 
affairs in the Middle Eas1 and having analyzed !he 
conflict from a bio-psychosocial perspective, are 
!here any solutions 10 !he Middle East conflic.t? 
In conclusion, 1he approaches used by !he peace 
activists and pressure from the international com- , 
munily have con1ribu1ed 1owards a resolution of , 
1he Middle East conflic1. The figh1ing in !he Mid-, 
die Easl is now only sporadic and 001 a full , 
fledged war as compared 10 !he past. After all. 
who would have ever lhoughl !hat lhe dark days 
of slavery would one day come to an end? There , 
is hope. 
Howard Bi-sexual, Lesbian, and Gay 
Student Group Faces Scheduling Problems 
From BLAGOSAH. A I 
Sterl ing says 1ha1 he was then 
transferred 10 Associate Dean Rober! 
M. Catchings, who continually 
insisled thal they had nol turned in 
1he necessary paperwork. 
"He kepi saying 1ha1 he had never 
heard of the organization before, thal 
he had no idea who we were. So. I 
repeated the name of 1he organiza-
lion and told him 10 call Scheduling 
or Student Ac1ivi1ies ... 
" I don't remember speaking 10 
anyone from 1ha1 group:· said 1he 
Associate 
Dean. "If we had gonen 1he paper 
work we would have processed ii. 
put lhe group on our schedule and 
1hen given the paper work back 10 
Mr. Moon in scheduling. No one in 
1his office recei,-ed thal paperwork." 
Washing1on and the other co-
facilita1or of BLAGOSAH. say 1ha1 
they both spoke 10 the dean and ,ub-
mined the paper work. even though 
lhc dean·s office has no record of it. 
Mr. Bernard Moon. the director of 
scheduling and information. whose 
Travel one way for as low as $8. 
office tries 10 centralize all of 1he 
scheduling on campus said "lhe pro-
cedure is ,till a new one and it has 
never been implemented before. it 
was simply discussed aboul a mon1h 
and a half ago, so 1ha1 our office 
could bener address frequent calls 
we receive asking for information on 
e,-ents that we don·1 know abou1." 
Moon ,aitl. He added !hat he also 
received a call from 1he Office of the 
Dean of 1he college of Aris and Sci-
ences about two weeks ago, abour a 
scheduling form that was 1urned in 
-
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10 them, "but I jus1 assumed that the 
event was canceled because. I never 
heard from them again." 
Washinglon says !hat the even! 
was held in Room 116 in Douglass 
Hal l, and 1bat ii was successful. bur 
"ii was embarrassing 10 have 10 show 
this as the best Howard could offer. 
I think that part of our problem is 
resistance to our organization, bur 
mostly ils !he fact 1ha1 the admini~' 
tralion al this school is really incom-
petenl." 
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Ke,e·s somomendly advice. Ne)lt '1~ ;-ou·re off to Washl~1on Dulles lnternatlon~e 
thit Wash~ gton Ayer Airport Express Bus. Soard et several downtown locations, includin~-Ui\f~'"iesmliii~ -
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engage , 
a voice for all genres of arts, expression and thought ... 
South American Exhibit Brings 
Problems to Forefront 
By KENRYA R ANKIN 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Roshani Ko1hari's photography 
exhibit Brazilian Spectrum opened 
to a packed house at Tom Brazil 
Restaurant in Adams Morgan last 
Friday. The exhibit features images 
of people. animals, nature, and 
inanimate objects shot in Septem• 
ber of this year in Forta leza, 
Iguazu, Manaus, Olinda, Salvador, 
and Brazil. 
The evening's program included 
the informal viewing and rating of 
the prints (using a.n ingenious sys-
tem of blue dots placed on favored 
prinls), a slide show accompanied 
by uptempo Brazilian music, a pre-
sentation (in Portuguese and Eng-
lish) on Music in Brazil, and Brazil-
ian food. Ko1hari also collected 
dona1ions of ~lothes, blankets, and 
toys to benefit poor fishing com-
mun ities in Cabedelo, Paraiba, 
Brazil. 
The entire exhibit employed pure 
color and unexpected camera 
angles to place audiences inside 
intimate moments in life. Fleeting 
moments are captured on film for 
eternity to, in the ar1ist's words 
"immortalize the magic of people 
and places." Simplici1y reigns and 
makes for a focused showing, which 
while it covers diverse sulljcct ma1-
1er, comes 1oge1her on the issue of 
poignancy. 
and features excellent contrast 
between the ornate, gray iron fen-
cepost and the beige bac[(ground. 
This print is remarkably na1ural 
and raw, and immediately draws 
attention from viewers. The photo-
graph is also charac ter istic of 
Kothari·s streamlined style. 
Kolhari is excellent in her method 
of shooting what "captures" her. 
and a viewing of her pieces makes 
it evident why particular images 
called ou1 to her 10 be preserved on 
film-"Amazon Pierced" is one of 
those pieces. 
on the wall are amazingly ren-
dered. nothing seems 10 be lost in 
the translation to celluloid. 
This showing is a must for anyone 
wi1h an interest in s imple, clean 
photography that seeks to evoke the 
feelings associated with everyday 
events. 
Kothari•s past exhibits cover a 
wide range of subjects with varying 
styles and 1echniques. from her 500 
Years of Resistnnce, a montage of 
photos of Bolivia; to her Exploring 
1he African Roots of a New South 
Africa. at the National Gallery of 
Art in Bulawayo. Zimbabwe in 
1995; to her more recent Renexion, 
a photographic journey around 1he 
world. -
• 
' ...
BS 
A very relaxed and comfortable 
atmosphere complimen ted the 
opening recep1ion. The smell of 
delicious Brazilian food caught the 
attention of all that entered the 
cheerily decorated restaurant. The 
walls were shades of dirty yellow 
and orange and lined with eight-by-
ten and eleven-by-fourteen-inch 
prints of Kothari's work, plus a 
framed poster announcing upcom-
ing exhibits in lhe space. The loft is 
decorated in much the same way 
and was the setting for the bulk of 
the program. 
The appropriately titled "Ama• 
zon Pierced" was shot in Manaus 
(in the Amazon of South America) 
Another great sho1 is "Carnival 
Caprice:· shot in Olinda. l1 fea-
tures s ix multicolored images that 
evoke the gaiety of Carnival in 
Brazil. The women painted are of 
different skin tones- which 
renects 1he diversity of Brazilian 
culture-and are wildly smiling 
with large pupils and brightly pal• 
1erned clothes. The entire tone is 
happy and shows a commonly 
depicted part of Brazilian culture. 
The vibrancy of 1he colors painted 
Brazilian Spectrum is showing 
December I, 2000 through February 
I, 2001a1 Tom Brazi l Restaurant. 
1832 Columbia Road. NW Wash-
ing1on DC. Visit Tuesday through 
Sunday. 6 p.m to 2 a.m. For more 
information, call 202-588-5502. 
email rkimages@ho1mail.com or 
visit www.globalimages.org. Roshani Kalhari
0s Brazilian spectrum artworks and phocographyexhibi1ion opened wilh 
a colorful reception ru 1bm Brazil's Re~IOur.uu. 
Avedissian Unfolds Eygpt's History in Exhibit 
By GINGER SKINNt:R 
Engage'Editor 
One work by Chan1 Avedissian cap1urcs a summer resor~ 
Nubian village, weallhy merchant"s house, city street, cloth· 
ing, cat, man and lan1ern. each look.ing perfectly at home in 
iis setting. Each object and each place shares a common bond 
and takes regal form in a painting called 'The Sites." 
'The Sites:· like most works by Egyptian artist Chan! 
Avedissian, combines mixed media on cOtTUgated cardboard 
and cloth. Besides its striking beauty, lhis piece also is pays 
homage to archi1ec1 Hassan Fathy and commemorates sev-
eral famous lMdmark.~ in modern and ancient Egypt. The 
ethnic design of the "The Sites" speaks 10 the importance of 
architecture as a marker of social and historical identity. 
Chant A"edis;ian's exhibition. "A Comemporary Artist of 
~gypt:' offers a view 10 the public into the life of an artist 
who celebrates the history and traditions of Egypl while 
remaining distinctly modern in his illustrations. He experi• 
ments with a variety of backgrounds and hues, splashing clay 
feds. sky blues, grass gl'eens, and I 4-karat golds across com-
mon materials to transport the viewer to Egypt. 
, A,'edissian was born in 1951 in Cairo to ArnlCDian refugees 
who fled the Turkish incursions. He snxlied fine an at the School 
bf Art and Design in Montreal and applied arts at the Nation-
al Higher School ofDecorath-eAnsin Paris during the 1970s. 
He returned to 
Egypt in the 1980s, 
convinced 1ha1 
painting wi1h oils 
was ineffective for 
his artistic expres-
sion and Egyptian 
audience. With this 
in mind, A,>edissian 
rurned to photogra-
phy, oostume and 
textile design and 
painted siencils. 
With already 200 
s1enciled paintings 
since I 991, the 
Gulf War sparked 
an expansion in 
Avedissian's work, 
because he feared 
Egypt's ancient and 
modern histories 
could be lost. In 
his recent works, 
Avedissian derives 
inspiration from 
'The Big \\\ill" (1998) ls a self-portrnlt or E)):l)tian nrtist, Chant Amll~<ian on dis• 
play at the National Museum or Africnn Art until February 19, 2001. 
popular culture, 
modern advertise-
ments and the 
media. His sten-
ciled images sug-
gest the richness of 
the urban Egyptian 
visual landscape. 
Mixed symbols of 
ancient poli1ical 
and religious 
power blend wi1h 
A,·edissian·s use of 
Arabic and Roman 
script. honoring 
1ex1 and image"' a 
func1ional element 
of his culture. 
"The Big Wall'' 
(1998). a self-por• 
trait in gouachc, 
depicts a Avediss-
ian ·s visit 10 the 
Great Wall of 
China. The paint• 
ing resembles a 
snapshot oc poMcard w,th Chinese calligraphy utilized 10 
speak of the enchantment of Asian traditions. Avedissian uses 
symbols from 1he Asian culrure throughou1 many of his paint -
ings and C\>en in his home. combined art Studio and living space, 
reflec1ing the simplicity of Asian decor. ·· ... "ilh age. I came 
10 the point, where anything th:n is n01 traditional Japanese, or 
close to its spirit. is pure barbari,m," says Avedissian candid-
ly of his less-is-more interior design preferences. ·-n., sim-
plicity and minimalism of the ·way" su11S my sense of beauty 
perfectly. .. through this I canie to appreciate more the Arab val-
ues of desert life and the nonpermancnt manners of the tent 
dwellers, whose cuStom and manners in the furni1ure { or non-
furniture) are so close to Japane-;c." 
"A Contemporary Artist of Egypt" incorpor.1tes :ict,vity and 
ar1work in an imeractive room thal im i1cs edubit viewers 
to make comments, write. drJ"-, read :ind listen 10 Egyptian 
and Iranian music. 1llis room offers hands-0n enjoymenl of 
the exhibil and hooors 1he work of Aved,s.ian and the Egypt• 
ian way oflife. 
ChMt A,-edissian's art work is held by 1he National Muse-
um of African Art, the British Mu,eum in London, the 
Tropenmuscum in Ams1erdam and privaie collector... His 
works are on display m 1he Smithsonian\ National Museum 
of African, 950 Independence Avenue. SW 1hrough Febru-
ary 19, 2001. For more information. call 202-357-4(,()() or 
visit www.si.edu/nmafa. 
Men on Love: Male Authors Stir Up Scene with Love Stories 
By Juu£ J. SUMMERS 
Hilltop Staff Wri1er 
, LO\eand romanoeareno longerfemalecoffeetabletalk. The 
lalest group offiction writers is producing popular, interesting, 
and creative Stories from a male perspective. 
. "Got to Be Real: Four Original Love Stories" written by four 
6f today's most prolific African-American authors E. Lynn Har-
ris ("HThis World Were Mine"), Eric Jerome Dickey ("Friends 
and Lovers"), Colin Channer ("Waiting in Vain'), and Marcus 
Major ("Good Peoples') is a captivating novel and the latest 
by the four aulhors. Simply put, you won't be able to put down. 
The novel begins wilh Eric Jerome Dickey's swry "Cali Piel," 
a love s1ory bringing two people from different culrures togeth-
er by unfurtunate circumstances. It's n01 exactly your average 
"opposi1es attract" affair when Robert (Bobby) an African. 
American, single, broke and divorced male with a child is unin-
tentionally forced to work with Alejandria, a Latin big-boned 
beaut)\ to recover money her boss and boyfriend, John, owes 
him. Bobby's persisten" crude, and annoying phone calls 
causes hate between Alejandria and him. However, after 
many days full of frustration and irritating each other10 the core, 
these two rivals finally unconsciously travel into each other's 
souls, creating sparl<s oflust It is not difficult for Bobby to find 
his way into Alejandria ·s life while competing wilh a la:l)( dead-
beat, abusi\e loser of hers who is ne,,er around. Lus1 eventu-
ally I coos to curiosity and they find themsel\'cS caugh1 up in a 
IO\'C affair full of hidden emotions and unspoken, but similar 
thoughts. Howe"er, expressing them doesn't seem to be one of 
their primary concerns because they are concentrating on n:cov-
ering owed money as destiny decides what is mean! for their 
lost souls and for John. Dickey does a good job with lhis story 
ing with the beginning. using dales in 
place of chap1ers. This love story is 
every woman's dream not just Kenya·s. 
A gorgeous man wilh style and clwm 
easily works his way into her heart and 
yours as he wines. dine,;. and provides 
her with all the luxury's money can buy. 
all very hard 10 belie1,e on n barber's 
salary. 
Although Amir is so in Jo,>e and satis-
fied with Kenya and has even earned 
Mom·s npprovnl by showing he truly 
cares about Kenya, lhe thought of pass-
ing up even one fine female eais him 
alive. With the persuasion and smart-
assed, pu•&y-whippcd commenlS of 
his friends. Amir. like any odler man 
secretly decides he is 1101 re3dy to "fully'' 
commit 10 one woman. This eventual-
ly causes his downfall. The thoughts of 
Amir are told as if you are reading his 
mind knowing what he is going to say 
"Goe 10 Be Real" features row- original love stories by acclaimed Black rnnlc aulhors E. Lynn before he says it Majors confirms that 
Harris, Eric Jerome Dicke)\ Colin Channer and Marcu., Major. this is a story that only can be told from 
a male's perspective. 
and it was well written, bm not one of his best. 
Next is Marcus Majors "Kenya and Amir." a s1ory in which 
Amir, aconiemporary renaissance playa, can't deal wilh the fact 
that he has finally found the perfect lady. Amir's companion, 
Kenya, is a smart, sexy and successful young lady who con-
tinues 10 keep her guard up while )'el embraced by the man of 
her dreams. Major's shakes lhings up a bit by rever.;ing the 
sequence of the s1ory and starting it from the end and finish-
The third love story is possibly the best 
and most intriguing. "Money can·, Buy Me Love." by E. Lynn 
Harris gj,,es a sweet and bitter tasie of the gay lifestyle in today"s 
society. Keith, nlso known as Thwldel: is a gay, successful cater-
er who is a host to VIP clienlS and parties, but not so success-
ful in finding love. At least, 001 until his also old• money-son-
of•l\\'O-gencrations-of-doc1ors-1101-following-tho-family-aaditi 
on-gay-friend, Jimmy decides 10 secretly hire a male escort for 
ARE YOU CREATIVE? 
DO YOU HAVE WORDS THAT BEG TO BE READ? WHEN YOU LOOK IN THE MIRROR DO YOU SEE AN 
ARTIST IN NEED OF A CANVAS? 
THEN YOU ARE engage'' 
WRITE FOR IT. E-MAIL GINGER AT HILLTOP_ART(ij YAHOO.COM 
his birthday. 
Ins1ead of some freaked-ou1 whore working for money. 
Th:vor later revealed a.~ Kenoy, mrns out to be someone with 
serious goals under hard times with no one 10 turn 10. Strong. 
smart and ready to publish his book. Kenoy, is also eager to 
display his feelings. He doe.~ thi, not by making love, but with 
open displays of affection in very public ploces. blocking out 
outsiders and their prejudged anti-gay thoughts. ' 
Harris descriptively detrul; two gay. black men so dteply in 
love with one another i1 is easy 10 forget he is telling the story 
of men as lo,-ers. Things only women are though, 10 say. feel. 
lhink and do are what these two men do with ease. sensitivit)\ 
warmlh. and compassion while still maintaining their mas-
culinity. Although. Thunder does play the more feminine role 
in the relationship (a bottom) leaving Kenoy 10 be more mas-
culine (a top), both characters take charge in compromising sit• 
uations verbally and physically. displaying both their strengths 
and weaknesses. 
The final love story. "I'm Still Waiting".byColinChanneris 
the s1ory of three people tied together as a result of lying and 
cheating. Patience is a woman who has tra,-eled many roads 
and come from a diverse background. While trying to prom01e 
and excel in her music career, Patience is paired up wilh a pro-
ducer. Michael. in Jamaica while on a business trip. 
Although Channer does deliver excellent chamcler and l01e-
mak.ing description, this story lacks punch, which could cause 
you to fall into a deep sleep-it was boring and a little difficult 
to follO\\'. The plot and story line was slow, although the climax 
and ending of the Story did deliver with Michael going back to 
his wife, Mia. and proving his lo,e and dedication 10 her. 
Overall, these four authors' love Stories all delivered njuicy. 
but intimate look at real lifecomparati1,e situmions that surprise 
and capture your heart, mind and soul. 
-• 
• 
• 
• 
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FUTURE FATHER 
TRIPPING DOWN THE ROAO OF LIFE 
BACK LACED WITH PAIN AND TIME, 
COMPOUNDED TIME LOANS OF ENDLESS HUR-
RYING DAYS, 
GRAY HAIRS THAT BRING NO WISDOM 
THE TACITURN PACHYDERM WHOSE EPIDER-
MAL REVEALED 
A WORM TIIAT ROTTED THE APPLE WITHIN 
INDECISION 2G, 
WHY !vIB'? 
BOUND BY MY PINKY FfNGERS TO A WOODEN 
PILLAR 
OF OAK AND SWEATY TIME, 
CRACKS OF WATER MORE OF TIME, 
WHIPPED BY A SMILING. BARE-BACKED 
ARSONIST, 
HE CRIES AND l TAKE HIS SMILE 
AS HE WHISPERS MY SORROWS 
I AM THE COMBINED FURY OF A MILLENNI-
UM OF DOUBT, 
l AM THE TOTALITY OF INFERIORITY, 
l AM THE COl\iPULSION TO REPLICATE MY EVIL 
AND MY GOOD IN THE EYES OF THE INNOCENT, 
I AM A FUTURE FATHER. 
-WALLY CAMBRIDGE 
. 
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A LOVE SONG SUNG· 
A band that touches the soul, 
is euphonic to the CllrC$ or dismay. 
You plant a seed that makes me 
w h o I e 
·n,c low that one has is a r.ipturc, 
in my heart, to this day. 
When I view into those gyp6y eyes; 
enchanted I become. 
lltis lo\'C, like salvation never di~ 
Your Love song 1 have sung. 
'That,'Oiceassemisweetaschocolate 
Co~les me in the most prcci~ 
w a y 
A Lo,·e that Sttms to me immacu-
1 a t e 
It has set me free and yet blown me 
a w a y 
Why must I not find this etcmity of 
L o v e ? 
Where \\ill my joy be known when 
you arc gone? 
What will I goagain\1 when I know 
its enough? 
You win as the queen of hearts, now 
l play solitare alone. 
Come nith me as my only motil-11• 
t i o n 
Move me woe, to carry me over 
streams 
I am humble and bow to thee as 
ruler of my nation. 
You chase down all nightmares as I 
awaken to the woman of my 
d r c a m s 
Lift me into the oo.trcalm~of e:u1h. 
Blind me with the sadness I Jun·c 
k n o w n 
You've made Fancy run rampid, 
experiencing me a new birth . 
Set forth this pilgrimage U1ere, this 
lo,•ers feeling will be shown. 
This mij?ht seem as just paper \\1th 
pen sentiment. 
Give to me, now to vrove, an 
undoubtful chance. 
I'm like a dOj! as I 1rare down your 
aesthetic scent, 
I want you in and want let you go 
without one last glance. 
Asyourli!l'!readmcgreatstoriesof 
p a s s i o n ; 
As your leg, wrap around my soul 
now I'm sprung. 
As I udmirc your grace, touch, and 
love's fashion. 
Illis is the now vivid Love song I 
have sung. 
By Poetree 
It's I SHAME 
1h11 VOii n111c Isn't SPOlCI .. , 
110,e. 
YIUI l■IICI .. , WIied 10 
· IIIIIHS IIIPles 01 t•e dllllll 
:: .. , .. , ,: ··., WIIBU or IOIIDlle■ 
druias. 
fldld 1■11 ll ■llled IIUl■III 
1c•oes 1nderuro■ nd. 
11·11 SHAME 
·; ;· w•e■ vo11 ev11 were once 
. \~: ,. ' •. ,.,,., with plercl1g llgbt 
·:;_ <'.,/. : c111110 •v bel■v 
... · PHI la■ Uleldlng IICldes 
1110 IIV 1111 ! 
•.. . DIiied IOW by , •• e1odl1V 
:\: :::., '.'_. '. . SID di or ll■e. 
. ·• . TU Ill descent glow now 
~-, ·. ;:- •1 d d ll d ;. ,. , , , u ■ rre 10 spec e . 
i}i:(§ :-:: . ,· • 
:/t:f§'J'i:>• .' • - 11·11 SHAME i~,i, ~_!U0ld drlnl dlllV 110■ ••e 
I tt<- J suUta■ce , .. , llnUd II 
_,,:.7 . HUI SISIHlnCC VOU DIVe 
·oc,. : : . NII , •• sweet SIVOIV 
I _7, <'. 
' -~ · ·. \, cornv 1utr1ct tantuv 
~-.- ~-.·'..' · · Rieb no11lsh■ e■t )A r~~.-.~i:luhtened lie ■enllllV 
._/'!~--,· :,,' Aid, UPI IIV •1111 ted 
:~tJ:;.:.)\.: ; I'll f~l~I U~ 
·-:~:": .~'f•·'" )&!":~_/: ·_. It's I SHAME 
:· s1011n.'sll1n1. secret. llsses In 
corners 
SwltcUdl 
To Vllle■I screa11s! 
anurr •1sses1 
1rs I SHAME 
You hid 11e sprung 
1·,·:· ·· · •BIi now I've 1u11ped tree 
I;?{!-\:?". e_m.~r1ce now surly 
! 'it:./·, It's I SHAME 
r: , _ ., 1-_• , 
I Wlnled YOU l11mersed In Ile 
ii·''· ·-- · tn tertwl■ed wllb mine 
,:' Ho111ogenl1ed ·wll• IIV destiny 
+: . - - . ~. 
·t I was 111 ot 101 were all ot me. 
~-- ··_. •" -• · we. 
r;~:~.e. c~:mblned h1111onlously 
:t?rllkt ,!.hVlhll Ind i;vmphony ~~~~fl Po_euy and s11111e 
:Yet YOU lie but I hl!Sh mamorv 
·: ~-:~~\ ··,, WIS Ill hvperbole 
\ -~; r:.H,e_ld more In CKP8CIIDCV 
. -_'.le',(,• • ·,han reallty. 
T HE HILLTOP 
J UST BECAUSE 
)UST BECAUSE 
I'M HERi; AND YOU' Rt· 1'/1£/tE, 
DOF.SN'T MEAN THAT Ml' HV.111' ISN'T RIGHTTIIERE ALSO. 
JUST BF.CAUSE 
WE'RE HUNDR£/)S OF MILES AlllRT. 
DOESN'T MliAN / DON'T I/WE 1/UNDRF.DS OF MILES 
OF LOVE I.V MY HEART f'OR YOU, 
Jurr BFCAVSE 
we've ONLY KNOWN E,ICH OTI/F.R FOR A MIRLY SHORT TTJIE.. • 
• 
----,~-~---- · 
DOESN'T MEAN TIIATI CARE AIIOUT YOU ANY LESS. 
JUST BECAUSe 
I HAVEN'T SAID THOSE FAMOUS WORDS YF.1; 
DOESN'T MEAN THAT I LOVE YOU ANY LESS. 
JUST oeCAuse 
WE MAY NOT TAU( EYcRYDAY. 
• 
DOESN'T MEAN THAT THERE'S NOT A DAY 
THATGOcS 8YTIIAT YOU'RENOTONMYMIND. 
JUST BECAUSE 
/ KNOW YOU CARE ABOUT ME TOO, 
DOcSN'T MF.AN THAT f'M GOING TO TAKE YOUR LOVE FOR 
GR/INTF.D. 
JUST 8£CAUSE 
/ f'EEL THIS STRONGLY ALREADY. 
DOESN'T MEAN THAT MY LOVE WON'T GROW A Miu.JON TIM£$ 
OVER. 
AND JUST BECAUSE 
I'M NOT RICH, 
DOcSN'T MEAN f CAN'T GIVE YOU THE WORW. 
AND JUST BECAUSE 
f CAN'T IMAGINE MY UFE WfTHOUT YOU, 
THAT IS WHY I WROTE AU Tl/IS TO rou .•. 
- R.L.W. 
COJvffi, W.ArKAWAY 
PATIENTLY J AWAIT TO EVACUATE 
FROM THIS MIND STATE 
TO EMEJ\CE INTO THE WOMAN I WISH TO BE 
CLOTHED IN FEMININE CHIVALRY, EXEMPLIFYlNC THE WORD OF HE 
I FEEL THI! METAMORPHOSES OCCURRINC WTTHIN ME ... 
MY BODY CLAPPINC OUT THE SIN 
SONCS OF NINA SIMONE RESONATE WITHIN 
1 THOUCIIT, BUT NOW 1 THINK 
Do YOU THINK? BUT DO YOU THINK LIKE 1 NOW THINK 
LIKE LIQUID LOVE DRIPPINC FROM THE MIND 
THOUCHTS SUBLIME AND SENSUALLY KIND ... 
I PELT, BUT NOW I FEEL 
THE IMPl!NDINC DISSOLVJNC AND 
THE MENDINC BEGINNINC 
I WANT MORE, JUST A LITTLE MORE AN D THEN SOME. .• 
I S IT POSSIBLE 
I'M ON CLOUD NINE 
WITHOUT A MAN TO CALL MINE 
SELF-ELATED BECAUSE I 'VE BEEN MENTALLY DECAPITATED 
NOW STANO LIKE I 'VE NEVER STOOD AND I CAN'T STOP SAYINC 
Goo IS GOOD, HE I.S. SO, SO GOOD 
AND I WANT MORE, JUST A LITTLE MORE AND THEN SOME. •. 
-AUTUMN JOY JIMERSON 
oooIB3DllttS> ;y ®Dll Il@w~ IDlilf 
®Y®~g IL<IDW® JF<ID®)]]l tl/J;;§ 
Somehow I fail to understand how I could 
have been just another lover 
the one you keep undercover 
·cause I got this dreamy feeling that won't go away 
that wasn't in my plan 
Damn, just thinking ... how could I 
catch feehnis for someone else's man? .. 
How I dreaded this cod. 1he end of what JUSl ,tarted. 
I knew it would come sooo .... but I chose to approach 
our affair day by day, 
saying .. come what may ... 
in 6 weeks. 5, 4. 3, 2 wecks ... nl let go." 
But now I wanl 10 say .. no! .. 
because my hearl has made alternate 
plans wilh you and it's a battle with 
my common senses to see them 1hrough. 
Right now, as I say these word<. I'm thinking 
aboul what might have been, 
how nice things were then, 
your adoring grin, 
our sweet sin, 
sure I got a boyfriend ... 
but without sounding like I'm giving you 
too much credit, 
that wouldn't be fair, 
it's just that he doesn't compare. 
His twelve roses are weeds 10 your twelve kisses, 
and his honey-dipped speeches are hitter to 9ur 
silent convcrsa1ion. 
Love got s1uck in my throat and choked me. 
hut you said you loved my eyes, 
something no one ever told me. 
I woke up lhis moroing ... without you ... jus1 me, Lady Blue ... 
th inking ... l'm sad it's over ... but I 'm glad ifs over ... 
you were my test, but it's for the best .... ! guess. 
-Lady Blue 
--
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DE_CEMBER 8th -14th 
8TH 
1925 
Sa,;nmy Davis 
Jr. 1s born New 
York City. 
I - --
9TH 
1922 
Redd Fo1<x.. of 
"Sanford & ::ion" 
fame, is. borMn .in St. (_;ouis , 1s-
soun. 
10TH 
1964 
Martin Luther 
King,_ Jr. receives 
the "Nobel Peace 
Prize 
11TH 
1980 
Geor_ge Rog_~rs, 
Soutl'i Carolina 
runnin° back is 
awarde<'f the Heis-
man Trophy. 
12TH 
1975 
The . ~ational 
t.ssQc1at1on . of 
J3lack Jqvrnaltsts 
1s tormed m Wash-
mgton, D.C. 
13TH 
1913 
Boxer and wio-
ner of the 1952 Jig\ll heavy-
we1aht crown, 
Arcnibald Lee Wrigl)t is born in 
Benoit, Miss. 
B7 
14TH 
1829 
~
rmer Howard 
niversi-ty_ gresi-
ent, JoM Merc~r 
angston 1s boro in 
ouisa County, Va. 
r,FRI_D_A~- -8TH- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ;d L e~y wwi'::-m7, ~~,;Shu~y o:c;y. Ticl<;.;; $20-$32.SO. For - -;_.;tis FREE. ti.7t ~,;c:;;; ~ ~~;i:-For ~ti~-;.,-;;-~-~~ 
.I, information, call 202-806-7194 or 202-432-SEIJ. v-•tioos, c.'111202-724-5613. I 
I 
I 
I I'm nol tryi.n' to pressure you, but you don't want to miss recording artist MustQ 
at 2:1<;9, 2009 8th Street NW, performing songs from his ne,v, sold-001-almost-evcry-
wbere album. "AJUSWANAS!NG (I Just Want 1b Sing)." Doors open at 7pm. For 
information, c.111202-fl,7-7750. 
Moviegoers! Opening today at local theaters are "Proof of Lile;' "Dungeons and 
Dragons;· "Vertical Limit" and"/\ Hard Day's Night." Check local listings forshow-
times and theaters. 
O holy nlght!~1t the Kennedy Center. 2700 F Street NW The Millennium Stige 
marks the season with n Gospel Celebration at 6pm. with StanleyThur..ton and the 
Celebration Choir performing uplifting and powerful songs of praise. FREE. For 
inform.1tion. call 800-444-1324. 
Like ice? Notonyoorwatcb- --On)OUrrink. Tunight(and tom<llTOI\ night)at the 
MCI Center. 601 F Street NW. it's all about ice when figwe skating competitors like 
Tora Lipinski, Oksana Baiul. Nicole Bobek and Surya Bonaly "step'' into lhe rink 
and vie in fourdiscipliues for tlie World Professional Figure Skating Championsltlp. 
Show startS at 7pm. Tickets are $(,0-$80. For informmion. call 202-628-3200. 
Hennessey will cost you a few bucks, but "Date Wine" is FREE at the National 
Museum of African Art, 950 Independence /\ve. SW. "Date Wine;' an Arabic film 
with English subtitles, will be screened at 7pm. For information, call 202-357-2700. 
SATURDAY, 9TH 
Learn about K wam.aa at Our Lady of Perpetual Help School. 1400 V Street SE. 
when storyteUer Marjani Ocie e.,plains the seven principles of K ,v-anzaa and how 10 
oelebrate it with a family projecl from 10am - I pm. Reser,'3tioos are required. For 
information and reservations. call 202-786-9056. 
SUNDAY, 10TH 
If what )Oil really want is OMX, ,ee you at the MCI Center, 60 I F Street NW; at 
7pm. when he joins Lirnp Bizkit and qoosmack in concen. TickeLsare$25 • $42.50. 
For information. call 202-628-3200. 
The holiday season can re, eaJ your artistic side ,tt the Winter Holiday Fe,-1ival at 
the Corcoran Gallery of Art.500 17th Street NW (at New York Avenue). Activities 
include Kwanzaa cfances. Christmas and Hanukah art workshops and Olher enter-
tainment. from 2:30pm to4:30pm. lbis e,-ent is FREE. but reservatioo.sare required. 
For informatioa and 10 make reservations, call 202-639-1727. 
Get up, stand up and hear The Wailers, with Corey Harris, featuring the original 
members of Bob Marley and the Wailen; at the State Theater. 220 N. Washington 
Street. Falls Church('½.). Ticl-ets are $20. Doors open at 7pm. For intormation. 
call 703-237-0300. I 
MONDAY, 11TH 
It's not Christmas 'Iii you light a tree. the national Christmas tree. that b. From 
5pmto6pm. watch as the official U.S. ChriStmastree is lit at The Ellipse. 1600Con• 
stitution Avenue NW. This e,-ent is FREE and will be followed by the start of the 
Christmas Pageant of Peace. For intonn.,tion, call 202-208-1631. 
A~na Stage performers read aloud from Zora Neale Hurston's folk comedy 
"Polk County" tonight at the Coolidge Auditorium, IOI Independence Avenue SE. 
For information, call 202-707-5502. 
I 
TUESDAY, 12TH 
H~iday shopping got you stres.5ed? Enjoy a spa day at lhe Discovery Oiannel I 
Store at the MCI Center. 601 F Street Nw. from I pm to 5pm. For information, call : 
202-639-0'Xl8. I 
StoryteUer and poet Sbindana Cooper shares stories from African American his- I 
tory at the Kennedy Center's Millennium Stage, 2700 F Street N\'✓, at 6pm. Coop- : 
er takes her audience from a smaU Afiican village, through the Middle Passage. from I 
life on the plantation. to a safe house on the Unclelground Railroad. This evert is I 
FREE. For information. call 202-467,4(,()(). I 
WEDNESDAY, 13TH 
I 
I 
I 
Back by popular demand. Pieces of a Dream perform li,-e in concert at '.Zanzibar I 
on the Waterfront. 700 Water Street S,.V, at 7:30pm and 9:30pm. Admission is $22 : 
in advance and $26 at the door. For information, call 202-554-9100. I 
The Eric Felton Ja,z Orches1nl plays the Duke Ellington Nutcracker Suite at Blues I 
AUey. 1073 Wi!;coosin A,-enue NW, a18pm. For information. call 202-337-4141. : 
THURSDAY, 14TH 
I 
I 
I 
Hope ror Christmas. a Christian celebration of the meaning behind the Christmas I 
season. is presented by the Christian Dance Company at Cramtom Auditcrium. 2455 I 
Sixth Street NW at I 0:30am (Friday at 8pm and Saturday at 7pm). Tickets are $6 I 
-$12. Forinlormation.call202-806-7194. I I 
lt'sa Celebration of the arts! The O.C. Commission on the Am and Humanities T OMMY D AVIDSON, of"ln Living Color" fame, performs stand-up at the Improv I 
It's your last night to see David Payton's ''When A Woman's Fed Up:' at Cram- presents the 16th Annual Mayor·, Arts Awards hosted by NBC4 News Anchor Jim Comedy Club. 11 40 Connecticut A,-enue NW, through Sunday. For information. I 
ton Auditorium, 2455 Sixth Street NW. today at 3pm and 8pm. The show features Vance. at 7:30pm at the Lincoln Theatrr. 1215 U Street NW Enjoy entertainment call 202-296-7008 or visit "'"""dcimprov.com. I 
gospel artiSlS Desmond Pringle and Dorothy Nom'()()(l, R&B artist$ Glenn Jones by Chuck Brown and the Soul Searchers. The Jewels, Memphis Gold and more. This I 
L-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------J 
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Last year's 
are still availab e.! 
' 
, 
uraund Bera 
a ,,.,,u, fl'jl•lf,,-1,r_; 
uraund Bera 
a ,,.,,u, J,,.,,,r,,-/,,y uraund Bera ,1 ,yew J,,q ,,r,,-1K; 
,, . 
Come pick up your-
Pick "Up yo-.1:r book at the Bison. yearbook 
office o:n.. the lo-w-e:r le-vel of the 
Black.b--...111.1. Ce:n..te:r, s-u.ite G--06 . 
<:?-u.estio:n..s? Email -u.s at 
biso:n..yea:rbook.~hot.1.r1ail.com 
or call 806-7870. 
Bh 
All HILLTOPICS are 
due, paid in full, the 
Tuesday before 
publication date. 
Announcements by 
campus organizations 
for meetings, seminars 
or nonprofit are 
charged as individuals 
advertising for the pur-
pose of announcing a 
service, buying or sell-
ing are charged $5 for 
the first 20 words and 
, 
$1 for every additional 
five words. Local com-
panies are charged $10 
for first 20 words and 
$2 for every 5 words 
thereafter. Personal ads 
are $2 for the first 10 
words and $1 for every 
additional 5 words. 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
Like Movies? 
Attend "The Mecca's Best 
Film Fest" 
Thursday, Dec. 14th, 4:00 p.m, 
School of Communications 
Screening Room West 
Free!! 
HELP WANTED 
Wanted! Spring Breakers! 
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica, & 
Florida. Call Sun Coast Vacations 
for a free brochure and ask how you 
can organize a small group & Eat, 
Drink, Travel Free & Earn Cash! 
Call l-888-777-4642 or email 
sales@suncoastvacations.com. 
Spring Break! Deluxe Hotels, 
Reliable Air, Free Food, Drinks, and 
Parties! Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, 
Mazatlan, & Florida. Travel Free 
and Earn Cash! Do it on the Web! 
Go to StudentCity,com or call 
800-293-1443 for info. 
-SPRING BREAK 2001! CANCUN 
& BAHAMAS. EAT, DRINK, 
TRAVELFORFREE,WANTED 
CAMPUS REPS! Call USA 
SPRING BREAK, toll free (877) 
460-6077, for trip 
information and rates. 25 
Continuous Years of Student 
Travel! www.usaspringbreak.com 
The African-American Book Club 
* Read and discuss serious non-
fiction books by and about African-
Americans and the global African 
community. 
* Create three to four-page stories 
for our children (build their 
cultural knowledge base). 
First meeting: MLK library 
Saturday, December 16, 2000, 
3 PM-4PM, Room 221. Call (202) 
635-2608 for more information. 
SERVICES 
Yaa's Mankosa's African Hair 
Braiding Service 
Convenient House & Dorm Visits 
Best Prices in Town 
Call for appointment 
(202) 258-8268 or (202) 234-3047 
Student Prices: 
Human Hair Micro- $120 
Individual Braids Shoulder 
Length- $120 
Bob- $100 
Dread Locks- $30 
Pixie- $120 
Pinnut- $70 
Senegalese Twist- $130 
Yarn- $130 
Casamas (Phat Braids)- $100 
And More ... 
Stylist Professionally Trained In 
West Africa (Ghana) 
"I do your hair right the first time" 
Price do not include hair 
i 
' ~ . So!d in most Drug Stores or via our web site ~ ~ www.AirDorneHealth.com 
~ ~ or call 1-800- 590-9794 , 
~ '!\ N ;\:\"IAZI 1'G ('()1,D RJ,;M I, DY!l\" · l. lOON5. SJ, CA ' 
ZELDA 0 S SCOTT • 
i JJ.lHI fl/J.N.E'J 
I . Sold in most Drug Stores or via our web ~ite 
~ @ www.AirDorneHealth.com 
~ ,2 or call 1-800-590-9794 , , 
~ ':\ F,\ ,.;T!\,STlt PRODlltT\" · ti,m SanFtM,;«o.cA 1 
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FRIDAY, DECEMBER 8, 2000 ' ' THE HILLTOP, 
PERSONALS 
A Quote To Know From A SGRHO: 
We cannot direct the winds but we can 
adjust the sails. 
Sponsored by Sigma Gamma Rho 
Sorority, Inc. 
To Romanda: Happy Belated Birthday 11 
-The Sports Week Staff 
To Romanda, Ed, and Kevin: 
Thanks for all your help! 
-Brandon 
To the Sportsweek Staff: Great First 
Semester! 
-The Don 
Jamye- Congrats on your many offers! 
And thanks for the dinner. I got a nice 
chicken breast dinner waiting on you 
whenever you want. 
Oh, and "THAAANKS"I 
-your sweetie pie 
G. ? . ? 1nger .... spice. 
I really appreciate all of your hard 
work and our long talks. We have to 
go shopping and prepare for the 
Hilltop Fashion Show .. .featuring: You, 
of course! Engage gets an "A+" for 
this semester! 
Tori- thanks for all of your help babe. 
We'll be looking for even more from 
you once we crank it up in February! 
A lot went on this year, but it seems 
Congratulations to the Fall 2000 that all l'll remember is the weed and 
Brothers the sex stories your section featured! 
of Phi Sigma Pi National Honor :-)-jt 
Fraternity, Inc. "Welcome to the Warmth t---------------
of Alpha Tau Chapter!" 
8-AT-FA99 
"Eazy Writer" 
To 7-AT-FA99 "First Aid Kit" 
Congrats on your Graduation, front!! 
Love, 8-AT-FA99 
"Eazy Writer" 
Good Luck to all my friends 
on your finals. 
-Camille 
Congratulations on your graduation-
Al and Ayo. 
-Camille 
Mr. K. McGbee, Its time for you to 
put on your wings and take flight! 
Go ahead and conquer this crazy 
world. We believe in you! 
-The Florida Club (Crib Style) 
P,S. Can We Get a Ride Home? 
HAPPY (early) 21st Muscle-Bound 
Shorty! Its good to know that you're 
still growing! -smitty, dre 
Mr. Rob Ford• Congrats on ALL of 
your accompllshments. .. and I do 
know that there are many, Thanks for 
lueplng Porter and myself hip to the 
game ... Got that Digest? jlk 
-your humble student 
Just for the final paper for the semester: 1-----------------1 
Apples into Aluminum 
Banannas into Bronze 
Cantelopes into Copper 
Grapes into Gold 
Strawberries into Silver 
Pineapples into Platinum 
Happy Birthday Yanik 
We love and miss 
you very much. 
R.I.P. 
Love Always, Cara and CBC197 
Forever 
Ms. Mack, 
What can I say? 
I'm going to miss u next 
To: Michelle, Shannon, Jamal -
"The Get Crunk Crew" 
Y'all worked it out during those late-
night hours. OK, OK, you deserve it, 
the first round is on rr,e! 
I Good Luck K. McGbeel 
Staff: I'll See you Guys on the 15th at 
our annual Secret Santa Throw-Down, 
Come by the office for details, Have 
you guessed your $S7 
Remember, I like shiny things! -jt 
EWA• Great Job My Friend! See you 
next Semester. 
semester but we've both been in this for 1----------------
nearly 5 years so I'm glad one of us has 
finished. Good Luck with that 9 to 5 
and treat me to lunch sometime. 
I love ya lots. 
-Ginger 
Happy Holidays Everybody! 
I am bringing the "desert" next Friday. 
Be safe, see you in a week. Where my 
peeps from NC@? Jo "nathan" 
Super*Stahls is coming! RU Ready? 
Happy Birthday 
to Those Sagitarian 
"Hot Girls" 
Kimberly & Gayna 
Love, 
Avione 
HUSA, Keep Up The Good Work!! 
See You Next Semester!! 
To my True Philly Diva, 1-powell, this 
is it, I love you "big sister'' for all the 
times you've been there and l hope we 
have many more, Hope you do big 
things out there in the"real world", 
Hope you and the hoopty make it back 
home safe. dut-dut..dut! 
• ....... Jra 
J.T.S. Congratulations on finishing your 
first semester as the "Fearless Leader" 
By the way, where are you going this 
summer? 
--~-Porter 
Hilltop warriors, Chris, Brandon, 
Ginger, Tori, Jam.ye, Ewa, Nsenga, 
Shannon, Michelle, Jamal and Chandra 
thanks for a great semester. Meny 
Christmas(and make sure to bring your 
gifts to the party) 
Jennifer, Joi, Brakkton, Niquanda, 
Thelisha, Denise, Sean, Akousa, 
Jodi, Tyrone,J ohnathan, Vince, 
Charles, Karleen and all the people 
we couldn't remeber at 5 am, 
thanks for all your work, The 
Hilltop can't exist without you. 
Brandon - My Sigma Beta Brother, you 
did an "A+" job on your section this 
semester. Can't thank you enough. 
-Show Biz '93/jts 
Chris- Guess its true, the Sophomore 
Class rules this thang! First the 
Observer, then CQ, where to next? The 
NY Times? Lets keep it rollin next 
semester -Iowa 
Ira - My Right Hand Man• Thanks for 
making this paper tick from week to 
week. I don't know how you stay up so 
late and still make it to Tucker's! Its 
been a hell of a semester, kiddo. Enjoy 
your break, man. - Fearless 
P.S. You got Tuesdays! :) 
MICHAEL· Love Your STYLE, Keep 
those pages zinging next semester! 
"A+" 
HAPPY B-DAY DeKERRY! 
- your pals In the Bleaeben. 
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nus IS Nor 
1HE ROOR PIAN 
OF A HOUSE. 
............................................... .. ........ 
Il'SA 
·1~~-RE 
Your home could be hlding 
some valuable treasure. More 
than 40 years ago, Grandma gave you 
some Series E Savings Bonds. Now they 
could be worth more than 5 times 
their face value. Now that's a 
treasure worth digging for. 
Creating a 
New Century',,,/., 
o1 Savings 
SAVINGS 
.BONDS 
Do you have old Savings Bonds? 
Check out the Savings Bond Calculator 
at www.savingsbonds.gov to discover 
their value. 1-800-4US BOND (ii A public seIVice of !his newspaper 
" e 
' 
Oistinctl\-,. :ip:utment homes. 
On the lntrmet, and next 
lo Metro in the rll'W 
Dowr,to,~n Si~r Spring. 
' 
G) 
,.,._.,_ Wt1ere you are in life. tlicBlairs lll'TORJUtUlY . 
Another valuable lesson 
learned from Hollywood: 
.. 
'14 
D1CIIZ 
of 74 
,I 
£reryane 
speaks English. . 
Espeolaj Russians. 
f. 
fntrod~ Nlbltlebox.eom. Tomoll\'OW'e enmrtamt1111nt ioday. 
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